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Abstract
Today many of the Nation's youth exhibit poor conflict resolution techniques. Some
students with emotionally/behaviorally disorders have never been taught appropriate
ways to handle day to day conflicts while other students have been exposed to elective
classes on social skills and conflict management. The literature states that there are
effective and comprehensive curriculums to handle the instruction of conflict resolution
skills. Through a series of interviews with students who have and have not been exposed
to conflict resolution curricula, this study explored the differences those curricula had on
the students compared to another group of students who hadn't been exposed to conflict
resolution curriculums. This study also examined whether the students themselves
should have been involved in the construction of the curricula. The outcome of this
study is inconclusive, showing only minor differences between the two groups of students
in regards to conflict resolution and social skill mastery.
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Student Perceptions of Conflict Resolution Instruction
In today's society violence has become an every day occurrence. A high
percentage of the evening news deals with the nation's crime statistics. Often, much of
the front page of major newspapers is devoted to world events centered around violence,
terrorist's acts, and war. Through television, news reports, and movies, American youth
have been overexposed to violent behavior. Violence is one of the few things young
people retain from any presentation, whether it be a news reel on Mandella or the police
arresting a drug dealer in front of a child's home (Gunn, 1991 ). Americans have a long
history of glamorizing violent acts through passion and necessity. For a pessimist, the
damage may be irreversible because the violence and aggression has now infiltrated the
academic process.
Gunn ( 1991) defined violence as destructive physical aggression, usually
encompassing physical assault. Aggression encompasses more than physical assault.
Aggression is an attacking process, the process by which advantage and superiority are
gained. In many ways youths can only gain advantage by using aggression and physical
violence. Violence is the only way some youth know how to win an argument on the
streets and in the school. Statistics on school violence are incredibly high. Eddowes and
Hranitz ( 1990) reported:
-Approximately 28,200 students are physically attacked in America's
secondary schools each month.
-Almost 8 percent of urban junior and senior high students missed at least one day
of school a month because they were afraid to go to school.
-Approximately 5,200 of the nation's one million secondary school
teachers are physically attacked at school in a month's time. (p. 4)
The numbers are frightening considering the fact that schools in America are charged
with the task of teaching our youth to become productive citizens. The reason for
children turning to violence is easily understood. Eddowes and Hranitz stated violence
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helps children get what they want and need, a place in society filled with power and
money. Horowitz and Kraus ( 1987) reported violence toward schools could be the result
of children coming from poverty stricken sections of a community and being frustrated
at having to go to a school with middle class youth and their values. Students who come
from a lower socio-economic environment are ill-equipped to adjust to the values and
structures of the middle class school system. Horowitz and Kraus stated academic
endeavors have failed to provide a rich and prosperous future to all children.
Factors Contributing to Violence
Perhaps the American family is the cornerstone of present day violence. The
current American family is difficult to define. Eddowes and Hranitz ( 1990) reported the
"typical" family seemed to have moved from a two parent and two child home during the
past two decades, to a more common one parent home. The mother has been the typical
parent in one parent homes. A cause for this may be that the role model families have
changed. In the 50s and 60s America had the "Leave It to Beaver" type shows with the
perfect wife and mother. The topics of divorce, single parent families, or drugs were
never mentioned. Today the television watching public could be pushing television
shows towards a more violent and depressing direction (Sohn, 1981). Lukesch (1988)
reported a significant doubt that television has the power to influence our youth to the
degree of delinquency. Aggressiveness due to viewing violent acts on television and in
the movies has been held in doubt mainly because the viewing of violence could only be
a prerequisite for deviance and aggression.
Eberle and Maiuro (1989) reported childhood aggression was highly correlated
with aggression and impatience later in life. Children who learned aggressive behavior
will carry the aggression into adulthood unless they learn differently. Children who have
been seen imitating aggressive behavior suggest that some of the transference of
aggression can be explained through example (McCord, 1988). McCord reported
aggressive behavior can be learned from parents and passed down from generation to
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generation. Abused children have been in a high risk group for growing up and abusing
their own children.
Bowden et al. ( 1987) noted a poignant example of the violence in today's schools.
A boy had entered his junior high school late one morning carrying a semi-automatic rifle
with his pockets filled with ammunition. The principal stepped out of his office, called
him by name, and asked where he was going. The boy started to shoot. When the
shooting stopped, a student and two teachers were wounded. The principal, who had
died, was airlifted by helicopter in full view of television cameras. The youth escaped
from an adjoining elementary school building, only to be captured an hour later in a
nearby field. The scene of the boy being caught by police was also in full view of
television cameras. The students in that school and many others across America have
had to live with that kind of violence.
Fortunately, some school districts are free from many violent acts, but some
others are riveted annually with memories of acts of intense violence. Hausman,
Prothrow-Smith, Roeber, and Spivak ( 1992) found homicide statistics showing violence
usually occurred during an argument between people who knew each other, who were
similar in age, race, and neighborhood. This pattern suggested that much of this violence
can be prevented by controlling behaviors during the conflict. The Hausman et al.
research indicated violence is learned as a response to stress and conflict. They wrote
that some children have learned aggression when exposed to violence. The statement
that children can learn aggression is reinforcement for building a curriculum to teach
youth nonviolent strategies to help at risk children cope with stress. Schools and society
should teach our children peace. Tabachnick's ( 1990) "Peace Education" suggested we
teach peace on the streets of our neighborhoods and in our families, but we also teach the
destructiveness of nuclear war.
Larson ( 1992) noted that the apparent relationship between school crime and
delinquent behavior in the community suggested an effort designed to reduce school
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crime could have an effect on the child's behavior in the community. Subsequently, the
local school system has emerged as the headquarters in the effort to combat delinquency.
When studies noted schooling leads to less violence, one must first know what
precipitates violent and aggressive behavior. At certain periods during the day, the
aggressive behaviors of some children seemed to increase (Jones, 1991 ). Jones found
acts of aggression usually occurred during times when children were close together.
Being touched by others caused some children to retaliate, making it difficult to place the
class in a line for lunch or take them outside for free time. This aggression was elicited
without regard for outcomes or the intent the other child may have had.
Methods to Reduce School Violence
A decision must be made regarding an appropriate response to aggressive acts in
the school. Teachers should not stop giving the children free time nor stop allowing
them to play and talk to each other. Teachers would be reducing opportunities for
socialization. The answer lies in the type of discipline used when a child acts
aggressively. Further, developing a curriculum built around conflict resolution may
provide some resolution. The school has made many attempts at stopping the violence
on school grounds as well as out in society at large. The problem arises when attempts
are made only by a few teachers and administrators.
One of the long standing tools for stopping violence is corporal punishment.
Corporal punishment has usually been introduced as a method of disciplining children
who have misbehaved. In many instances corporal punishment has been carried into
adolescence (Donnelly & Straus, 1993). Donnelly and Straus denoted corporal
punishment as the use of physical force with intended pain but not injury, for the
purposes of correction or control of the child's behavior. Using physical force to correct
and control a child who has used physical force is ironic. Corporal punishment, however,
is a widely used form of discipline in America. Most everyone has had, or heard of
someone who has had, a spanking for misbehavior. According to Donnelly and Straus,
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people also know that there are better ways to control and teach children than using
physical force. Physical force is the very aspect of the child's behavior teachers and
parents strive to control and stop.
Donnelly and Straus ( 1993) found that more than half of the adolescents in
America were frequently hit by their parents. Over a twelve month period those children
who were hit were struck six to eight times. Maurer·( 1990) found that more than a
million students were hit by their teachers. A million students being hit by their teachers
is an understatement according to Maurer of the battering of students' bodies in the name
of education. Corporal punishment seemed to be taken for granted as a normal part of
growing up. From the violence people see and hear of every day, it appears that corporal
punishment is not the solution to curbing misbehavior. If asked, most Americans would
report that they were unaware that corporal punishment is still legal in a majority of
American states.
Corporal punishment may have been one of the variables which causes students'
problem behaviors. Another variable could have been academic achievement. Peng and
Weishew (1993) wrote that children who did poorly in school were more prone to
misbehave than children who did well in school. The variable of "low achievement in
academics" could be reversed. The reversal from low achievement in academics to high
achievement would depend on the services the school provides and the willingness of the
students. Other variables promoting high academic achievement could be programs- such
as counseling, quality teaching staff and curriculum, and the extent of school supported
substance abuse programs. Peng and Weishew reported a major variable in promoting
education is the school's discipline policy and the enforcement of it.
A child's life has many variables in it to consider. The family plays a strong role
in any child's development. Peng and Weishew (1993) efforts yielded a correlation
between a community's poverty level and crime rate. The probabilities are higher that an
aggressive parent would raise an aggressive child. The relationship between the number
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of parents in the home and the behavior of their.youth is highly significant when
considering the child's behavior. Children raised in two parent homes had better
behavior records than children raised by a single parent. It is important for the school to
know the number of parents in the home and how the child is treated, when confronting
the issue of social skill and conflict resolution instruction.
Parents need to determine where and by what means they want to help their
children who seem violent, or children who have the potential to become violent.
Parents are usually the first ones to see their child act in an aggressive manner.
Noncompliance, aggression, and temper tantrums are among the first most commonly
seen signs (Lipsker & Meharg, 1991 ). Lipsker and Meharg asserted young children
developed a combative nature directly implicating parenting skills deficits which are
assumed to lead to these problem behaviors. Some parents were receptive to discussion
and instruction on ways to correct deficits in parenting skills. On the other hand, there
are parents who can not afford the advice of a counselor, or the parents are not willing to
seek out the advice, regardless of the cost. Lipsker and Meharg made video tapes of
parents portraying healthy and desired behaviors and showed the tapes to the parents in a
class. Lipsker and Meharg found that showing parents video taped models, as well as
self modeled video tapes, was not effective. With the results ofLipsker's and Meharg's
study it is unclear whether an intervention used with the parents or an anti-violence
curriculum given to the school system would be the most effective. If a school system is
to use a curriculum dealing with violence, social skill, or conflict resolution instruction, it
could be too late. The damage may already be done unless the school systems have an
early prevention program. Lipsker and Meharg's study was effective in pointing out that
early prevention programs are important in stopping violence. The earlier the prevention
is given the better chance a child will have for being non-violent.
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Early prevention programs are expensive and may not be affordable to poorer
school systems. Coie and Jacobs ( 1993) made an interesting statement by explaining that
children who do not gain early intervention are:
Likely to become trapped in a snowballing pattern of negative interactions
with family members, teachers, and peers. Their possibilities for adaptive change
become increasingly narrow over time as they consistently alienate themselves
from many essential socializing influences and supports. By failing to learn pro
social alternatives to antisocial behavior and becoming ensnared in a deviant life
style by the consequences of their own behavior, these children increasingly
restrict their already limited options for change. (p. 264)
Early intervention is a positive step towards stopping future acts of violence. Early
intervention can be viewed subjectively at elementary school, birth, or by the parents who
are at risk for having potentially violent and aggressive children. Stopping the violence
depends on who is held responsible for the child's behavior. Chrystal (1988) said the
child should be held responsible for behaviors. When the child is held responsible for
his/her behavior, the child becomes in charge of changing the behavior. Making the child
responsible for his/her behavior can be effective, but could lead to misrepresentation by
the child. Giving a standardized test, interviewing, observation, and self rating scales
could provide insight in determining if a child is at risk for aggression, or is in need of
social skills instruction (Smith, 1988). Smith denoted that social skill instruction is the
responsibility of the school, community, and family. Which children are most at risk to
becoming aggressive and when to instruct the children in social skills are unanswered
questions.
A solid choice in helping a child move away from violence is to read to the young
child. Children could gain from books that are focused around conflict and the
appropriate way to find a solution. Jones (1991) suggested reading classic stories with
universal themes, concerns, and issues that can not be affected by time or environment.
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Effectiveness relies heavily on the parents' free time and concern for their children.
Often the children who are most at risk for aggressive acts are those whose parents are, or
have been, at risk. A solution to poor parent involvement could be to read classical
books to the children in the elementary grades. The reading serves two purposes, it lets
the children relate to others who may have some of the same difficulties as they, and it
helps them to learn to read. Also, the stories could emphasize points of concern such as
empathy, cooperation, and respect for others and their property. The practice of reading
to the children as well as the children reading to the teacher should be practiced
throughout their school careers (Jones, 1991 ).
Students have a need to be loved and have a feeling of belonging. Holding class
meetings is a way to give them that (Glasser, 1986). Glasser proposed activities
including class meetings, which actively involve students in the educational process, do
more than meet students' needs for love and belonging. Glasser reported students who
are involved in school and with friends are satisfying their need for power by
participating in school activities. Chance and Chance (1989) contended students who did
not work in school and who did not become involved in learning did so because they did
not compare knowledge with power. The content in schools has been so fact oriented
that learning was not seen as a worthwhile investment for most students. Children do not
understand that education is power, especially if the child was reared on the streets and
saw the only people with power were the ones who did not attend school and who were
most likely unpunished when they used violence and aggression to resolve conflicts.
How often do powerful men and women visit the streets of their city to show the youth
what they have done with their lives and how they did it?
Chance and Chance (1989) reported.students chose their own rules and laws of
conduct within the class during class meetings. If the children were led appropriately to
rules that allow the teacher to teach and the children to learn then class meetings caused
few problems. The difficult part was defining the line between academic requirements
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and students' desire to avoid academics. Chance and Chance stated if class meetings
were held from the first day of school and then throughout the year, the less likely the
students would try to make rules that enable them to avoid academic work. By starting
on the first day of school the teacher was able to establish ground rules for.the meetings.
Rules such as letting the students know there was a minimum amount of academic work
to be done each week, work which has to be done if the students are still going to
participate and run the meetings. Also, teachers were involved in making the topic of
discussion relevant to the school and the class room. Chance and Chance suggested
general topics such as school improvement and how to break social barriers within the
school. This enables the students to feel power when one of their suggestions come to
light in the school. The likelihood of a student uninvolved in academic and school wide
endeavors changing the face of the school or the attitudes of the students within it is
small.
Brennan and Lynch (1988) stated that students in small groups looked forward to
the support of trusted peers when discussing personal and school problems. Through
class meetings and discussions with teachers and school counselors the children learned
more and felt more a part of society. Special educators and guidance counselors
combined their skills, resources, and time to give a more comprehensive approach to
meeting individual student needs and creating more respectful classroom societies.
Class meetings do work (Chance & Chance, 1989). Class meetings have actively
involved the students in their educational process and allowed them to feel that their
ideas and suggestions were worthwhile and purposeful. Chance and Chance reported that
class meetings helped educators teach the values of democracy by allowing students to
experience it directly. Class meetings were a way to involve students in school. For
some students, the meetings may bring school into focus as a need-filling picture.
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Chance and Chance reported class meetings were effective with severe behavior problem
children, but in concordance with other interventions such as personalized instruction
and point systems.
Social Skills Instruction
Children vary in their social skills acquisition and performance (Rose, 1987).
Schools are productive sites to observe social skills.· Some students will ask for things;
other students will simply take items without asking. The children who take show a
social inadequacy which represents a deficiency in carrying out activities in interpersonal
interactions. Before schools can help children with social skills deficits they must first
adopt a form of social skills instruction curriculum.
The Child Development Project is a curriculum designed to help students with
social skills instruction needs. Battistich, Solomon, & Watson ( 1993) suggested a
curriculum for social skills training incorporating many activities such as class meetings,
partner and· small group learning activities, and open-ended and value-focused literature
discussions. These activities are structured so the students' basic psychological needs are
met, so children will learn to foster values such as concern for others, fairness, and love
of learning. Further, the students learn academic and social skills needed to become
productive members in the society. Battistich et al. organized activities into five
components: cooperative learning; developmental discipline; social understanding;
interpersonal helping; and pro-social values.
Cooperative learning was defined as children working with others in their class,
in pairs or groups, on open-ended, difficult but interesting activities in hopes to teach the
children how to be fair, kind, and respectful of others feelings and opinions (Battistich et
al., 1993). Cooperation is working together to achieved shared goals (Johnson &
Johnson, 1992). Within cooperative learning groups, students were given two goals: to
learn the desired material, and to make sure all other members of their group do the
same.
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The concept of cooperative learning has existed for centuries (Johnson &
Johnson, 1992). Cooperative learning has been used in any classroom or instructional
setting if teachers provide the right environment. Johnson and Johnson suggested all
course requirements and assignments can be reformulated to be cooperative.
Cooperative learning did not remove the teacher from instructional time but allowed
them to facilitate independence while giving small group or personal instruction.
The role of the instructor in cooperative learning was very important (Johnson &
Johnson, 1992). The teacher had four major responsibilities during cooperative learning.
The teacher needed to: ( l) specify objectives for assignments; (2) define the lesson and
let the students know they were accountable independently as well as with the group; (3)
monitor the groups progress and intervene with groups having difficulty; and (4) help
students learn how to process how well their groups function.
Problems with cooperative learning arise when the class is not instructed correctly
or not adequately supervised (Johnson & Johnson, 1990). Group members may let other
group members do the work for them. Often group members who were left finishing the
assignment for the rest of the group reduced efforts so they wouldn't feel like a they have
been used. Some students who were carrying assignments for the group increased their
efforts to make themselves look better. Power struggles were typical when working in
groups. The struggles could have caused a group breakdown and irreversible problems if
not dealt with quickly by the instructor.
Developmental Discipline is defined as a socialization approach to classroom
management which strives to instill in the children a feeling of community within the
classroom (Battistich et al., 1993). Battistich et al. accomplished this task by (a) building
students' motivation towards academics and social activities; (b) avoiding the use of
rewards and punishment in either the academics or interpersonal fields; (c) maximizing
student opportunities for autonomy and responsibility; (d) involving the students in
making rules and regulations for their class by having frequent class meetings to discuss
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the students' plans, concerns, and problems of the school; and (e) teaching students
interpersonal and control skills and how to generalize values to everyday situations.
Further, Battistich et al. ( 1993) explained Developmental Discipline through
social understanding which was done through activities that promoted social interaction
and worked within and beyond the students' community. Battistich et al. suggested
activities including reading and discussing literature dealing with interpersonal and
cultural issues, school assemblies where different communities and cultures were
represented, discussed, or honored, and class discussions about interpersonal problems
within the classroom. Activities should give the students a basis upon which to add
important facts about behavior with the goal that the student would maintain good
behavior in the community.
Another aspect of Developmental Discipline is interpersonal helping.
Interpersonal helping was accomplished through activities involving all class members in
school wide and classroom chores (Battistich et al., 1993). Also, students were
encouraged to help others in the class room and to participate in activities to help the
school in general. Battistich et al. suggested interpersonal helping should be expanded.
into the community at large.
The last aspect of Developmental Discipline was accomplished through teaching
pro-social values. Teaching pro-social values was done by the teacher making relevant
comments, reading and discussing relevant literature, and specifically invoking the values
of fairness, kindness, and responsibility (Battistich et al., 1993). Also, teachers should
have explained interpersonal respect as a guide for establishing class rules and
procedures and for thinking about acceptability of different actions.
Conflict Resolution Skills
Battistich et al. ( 1993) found the only variable in social skill curriculum to remain
effective for years rather than months were conflict resolution skills. Other variables
such as self-esteem and values showed improvement only in the last year of study,
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making it difficult to determine if it was the Child Development Project or maturity that
caused the change. Overall, conflict resolution skills were carried with the students
throughout the grades.
Jaffe, Wilson, and Wolf ( 1986) stated children who have been a witness to
physical aggression by family members would most likely have ideas and attitudes
regarding interpersonal conflict resolution that could be relevant for assisting peers who
are going through similar situations. The students who have been through aggressive
family situations could provide a better understanding of the developmental process
involved in learning and accepting violent behavior in the family. Similarly, it is
important for everyone who comes in contact with a child who has witnessed family
abuse to be aware of the behavior problems these children may exhibit. Knowing the
types of problems existing within a certain group of children was the first step in teaching
them how to resolve conflicts. Schools would not teach boys from the inner city about
resolving conflicts the same way schools would teach boys from affluent suburbs.
However, producing good citizens is the desired goal in both environments.
Glick and Goldstein (1987) noted adolescents, usually delinquents, acting out
behaviors, in combination with below average and deficient prosocial behaviors
requested a need for training in social skills. Many adolescents have been skilled
fighters, intimidators, harassers, or manipulators. However, these same adolescents
showed deficits in socially desired behaviors such as conflict resolution, dealing
appropriately with accusations, and responding effectively to failure, teasing, or
rejection. Glick and Goldstein suggested Aggression Replacement Training (ART) when
working with children who act out their emotions and have difficulty exhibiting
appropriate social skills.
Structured Learning Training (SLT) was Glick and Goldstein's ( 1987) solution to
ART. ART was designed to help adolescents exhibit appropriate social skills. SLT was
done by providing examples of appropriate social skills and then letting the children role
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play the skills. Praise was given to the students after role playing. The adolescents were
encouraged to use the skill outside of class. SL T encompassed six basic skills which
were reinforced throughout ART. The steps taken in SLT began with starting a
conversation and asking for help, then moved to dealing with feelings and controlling
anger. Planning skills and setting priorities for problem solving was also addressed.
Other steps in ART encompassed identifying triggers and cues, using reminders, and self
evaluation. Raising the adolescent's level of fairness, justice, and concern for rights for
others was done through moral training. Moral training was accomplished by exposing
the students to moral dilemmas and letting the students discuss the dilemmas.
Glick and Goldstein ( 1987) found decreases in aggressive behavior and an
increase in prosocial values when using ART on boys who were institutionalized. The
study showed generalization of learned skills to community situations, but lacked any
long term follow-up research. ART has not been incorporated into institutions for
females or community schools systems. Glick and Goldstein suggested the next study
should encompass a community setting with a diverse population.
Conflict resolution encompasses everyone and every situation in any given day.
Conflict resolution skills have not been mastered by all adults. One example of adults
and the difficulty achieving a satisfactory resolution to conflicts has been the Individual
Education Plan (IBP) process (Maher, 1986). Maher reported many conflicts between
the parents of a child and multidisciplinary teams on the appropriateness of education,
instructional methods used, and criteria for evaluating goals and objectives.
Another component of conflict resolution instruction has been among the
instruction of the skill. Special service providers have often come into conflict with
teachers and school personnel over distinguishing skills and teaching the skills (Fleming
& Fleming, 1988). The steps for resolving these conflicts were basically the same as any
resolution. Fleming and Fleming reported successfully resolved conflicts usually
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progress through a sequence of stages. One important stage in the conflict resolution
process has been the development of quality resolution alternatives.
An important factor in helping the resolution process is determining what
personal interest one has in the conflict. Was conflict of that much interest to the student
or were they just in conflict for the fun of it (Fleming & Fleming, 1988)? Egoism was
another factor that may lengthen the resolution process. Egoism deals with a participant's
willingness to accept part of the responsibility for the conflict's existence and settlement.
Information gaps often caused significant disturbances in the conflict resolution
process (Fleming & Fleming, 1988). Often times one party, or both, did not hold all of
the facts of the situation and, therefore, argued about different aspects of the situation.
Little was achieved when the subjects involved in a conflict could not agree on the
situation at hand.
Fleming and Fleming ( 1988) stated conflicts could be solved if options were
represented and discussed. Often there are a number of options that could be discussed
and put to use once participants in the conflict are ready to compromise. In most
conflicts, the participants understood there was something offered for them in the
options, the resolution was quickly found and put to use.
Larson (1992) developed a curriculum focusing on anger and aggression
techniques called the Think First Curriculum. Larson used students in an urban middle
school who were at risk for aggressive acts. Larson's Think First Curriculum consisted of
ten sessions with the students.
In sessions one and two, group members were taught to conceptualize cases of
their anger and aggression in terms of the antecedent, behavioral, and consequential
properties and to role-play on these properties so the students could find their own
physical and psychological cues to aggression (Larson, 1992). A video tape was
presented to the group portraying the concept. The Hassle Hog, a method of self
monitoring was introd4ced. The procedure for getting points and completing Hassle
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Hogs was explained to the group. At the end of session two, Larson introduced a deep
breathin� exercise as an anger reduction technique.
In sessions three and four, anger provoking situations were brought forth as
triggers to anger. The triggers were uncovered as being external ( such as, having a verbal
or behavioral quality) or internal, referring to cognitive appraisals or self-statements
about the external triggers. A video tape modeling procedure demonstrated external and
internal anger triggers (Larson, 1992 ). Larson introduced self-instruction to the group.
The students practiced self-instruction by speaking out loud the instructions to help them
curb their anger.
In sessions five, six, and seven, the self-instruction training was continued
(Larson, 1992). Role-play exercises were video taped and played back for the students so
they could see themselves modeling the appropriate behaviors. When anger was handled
unsuccessfully in the role-play the student would self-coach as to how the situation
should have been handled.
In session eight through ten, self-instruction for anger control was expanded to
general problem-solving skills training (Larson, 1992). Video tape was used to model
and demonstrate the recognition phase of problem-solving. The group members were
taught to define the problem clearly, avoiding broad or narrow definitions. The group
also participated in evaluating the outcomes of choosing an alternative response by
watching video tapes and role-play exercises.
After the sessions were completed each group member received a certificate
stating that had completed the course. Raffies were held using tokens from the Hassle
Hog program to win prizes such as calculators, tapes, and pens (Larson, 1992).
Larson ( 1992) reported the ten sessions were not very useful to the students in a
global sense. The students had trouble generalizing the sessions to the real world. Often
poor behavior was not reported because the special education teacher handled the
problem in the classroom, rather than sending the child to an administrator. Larson
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stated that situations arising in the mainstream of school should be addressed more
readily than general situations or community situations such as eating out at a restaurant.
The Resolving Conflict Creatively Program by the Metis Associates ( 1990) stated
the following objectives as an essential part of conflict resolution instruction:
-Showing young people nonviolent alternatives for dealing with conflict;
-Teaching children skills to make nonviolent alternatives to conflict real in
their own lives;
-Increasing students' understanding of and appreciation for their own culture
and for cultures different from their own; and
-Showing children that they can play a powerful role in creating a more
peaceful world. (p. 3)
The composition of the Resolving Conflict Creatively Program included a twenty hour
training course, classroom instruction in conflict resolution based on a ten unit
curriculum, and visits from expert staff development consultants. Teacher and
administrator surveys were used to collect data on the implementation of the Resolving
Conflict Creatively Program curriculum.
The teacher and administrative surveys suggested the majority of the students
improved in conflict resolution skills. When the Metis Associates ( 1990) grouped
answers of "moderately changed student behavior" with "changed the student's behavior a
great deal". The resulting statistic was a 63.0% positive change in the children's
behavior. However, when developing the questionnaire, the definitions for "moderately"
and "a great deal" were not given. The percent of teachers saying they had seen a great
deal of change in their students behavior ranged from 13% to 25.9%. Objectives the
teachers and administrators graded the children on in the Metis Associates questionnaire
were the following: (a) less physical violence in the classroom; (b) less name-calling and
fewer verbal put downs; (c) increased use of reinforcements and supportive comments;
( d) increased willingness to cooperate; (e) more caring behavior; and ( t) increased skill in
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understanding other points of view. The Metis Associates reported that one teacher said
the children in her class seemed less aggressive and more willing to hear other people's
point of view. The percentage of successful results for the Resolving Conflict Creatively
Program curriculum seemed to be statistically significant until one discerns the
definitions for the grading survey were not given and left to the individuals understanding
of the questions. The curriculum was effective to a certain degree but needs to be
researched and tested further to find appropriate statistics.
The appearance of conflicts is daily, and for some unfortunate youth, an on-going
endeavor continuing throughout the day. The school has been left to resolve this .
problem. To begin, the problem is youth having difficulty resolving conflicts in a non
aversive manner. The nature of our society has made it necessary to increase our
knowledge and use of skills for cooperating and resolving conflict (Mitchell, 1992). This
is a skill that people have lost over the years. Mitchell stated schools have not provided
enough opportunities for teachers and students to learn and use conflict resolution. The
one aspect of conflict resolution that has not been investigated is the nature of the
students' perception as conflict and how to handle it. Student input has been requested
during research in class meetings and discussions but no study has sought the students
input before a study was developed. Not only is there little knowledge of the students'
actual concerns about conflict but there have been few longitudinal studies on the effects
of programs that conduct training in these skills.
Chance and Chance (1989) described a Walt Disney movie where a fourteen year
old prodigy invents a "growing machine". The machine represented the boy's necessity
for power and recognition. The young boy used the machine to transform his friend into
a thirty year old man. When the prodigy asked his friend what it was like as an adult, the
boy replied that it was great because people really listened to what he had to say. That is,
his ideas were given serious considerations and were even acted upon . According to
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Chance and Chance while teachers and adults perceived they were listening to students,
the students had often perceive they were not really heard.
Listening to the students should be the first step in developing a conflict
resolution curriculum. While most students would benefit from conflict resolution
instruction, it is most needed in special education, especially with students who are
emotionally disturbed and behaviorally disordered. Special education students have a
difficult time settling conflicts rationally and often retreat to physical behavior before any
rational thought is entered into the conflict (Barr et al, 1992). Because of their poor
social interaction skills students. who are emotionally disturbed and behaviorally
disordered are often at odds with friends and family members.
Most students enrolled in special education programs have received social skills
instruction dealing with conflicts and their resolution (Jones. 1991 ). When looking at
many of those students, especially those at risk for conflict difficulties, one questions the
effectiveness of the instruction. The curriculum should be personalized or at least based
on the youth's community and upbringing. Central aspects of conflict resolution skills
should be taught. Ing and Gabor ( 1988) added that if conflicts are handled well they can
strengthen family and peer relationships. If handled poorly they may cause power
struggles, hostility, resentment, and in extreme cases, physical harm. McClure, Miller,
and Russo (1992) defined an effective conflict response as one that reduced problems
and negative consequences of the solution while producing positive solution
consequences. This is a desired outcome of conflict resolution instruction and should
become a goal.
This study will examine the perceptions of students' conflict resolution
instruction. In many cases there will be no established curriculum for the instruction
besides social skills training. The students will be asked what they think is important to
learn as far as conflicts in their community are concerned. Another set of questions will
ask the students if they think the instruction received has been relevant to their lives as
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well as if the students feel a necessity for conflict resolution instruction in any form.
This study will yield information concerning students' who have emotional/behavioral
disorders perceptions of conflict resolution instruction in the school and their
interpretations as to final goal of the instruction.
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Method
Subjects
A sample of eighteen students was selected from the population of high school
students who have emotional/behavioral disorders in two central Virginia county school
systems. Ten students from one county school systems and eight students from another
county school system took part in the study. The sample consisted of ten male and eight
female students from diverse cultural and economic backgrounds. The subjects were
picked by their teachers. Both sample groups of students represented the emotionally
disturbed and behaviorally disordered population of their school system. School # 1,
which has no curriculum for conflict resolution, had seven males and three females take
part in the study; five were ninth graders, two were tenth graders, one was in the eleventh
grade, and two were twelfth graders. Students from the school with a curriculum for
conflict resolution (School #2) had five females and three males participant in the study;
five were ninth graders and three were in the tenth grade.
Instrument
A structured interview (Appendix A) was used to measure the students'
perceptions of conflict resolution skills. The self made questions represent factors
relating to social skill and conflict resolution instruction. The requested responses have
been narrowed so students were forced to give answers concerning the skill or its
instruction. The interview consisted of thirty questions. Some questions were reworded
to check consistencies of responses. The questions were constructed so that the student
may give a descriptive.answer or one word responses. Each interview was recorded,
transcribed and returned to the student to check for the validation of his or her answers.
Content validity of the interview questions was determined by three professors at
a central Virginia college. Field testing was accomplished by interviewing three central
Virginia high-school students. The questions were arranged and asked in the same
manner as those in the study. Only those questions which were understood and
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responded to appropriately by the students participating in the field study were included
in the final instrument.
Design and Procedures
Letters (Appendix B) were forwarded to both county school systems requesting
permission to conduct research in their schools. A Principal at one county school
requested parent permission slips (Appendix C) for all students participating in the study.
Confidentiality of the school systems and the students has been accomplished by
assigning numbers to the schools and students, and only referring to them by numbers.
The students were interviewed one at a time. The only people in the room were
the student and the interviewer. There was a brief getting acquainted period. All of the
students were asked the same questions (Appendix A) in the same order. The questions
dealt with social and conflict resolution skills. The students' perceptions of social skill
instruction and conflict resolution skill instruction were asked. The interviews were
audio-tape recorded and saved. The interviews were then transcribed and returned to the
students for approval. Transcripts of all interviews can be found in Appendices G and H.
The initial interview of each student took no longer than twenty minutes.
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Results
Respon ses
Responses to the interview questions (Appendix A) have been grouped into
affirmative and negative categories. An affirmative response is defined as a question that
has been answered with a yes, or a sentence explaining that the student understood the
answer. All of the interview questions should have been answered affirmatively if the
student had completed a comprehensive social skill and conflict resolution curriculum.
A negative response is defined as any question answered with any form of "No".
Negative responses are further defined as answers such as "I don't know", as well as any
response that was accusatory.
A small percentage of responses were thrown out for lack of category. A
response was thrown out when a student had only a vague answer for the question or did
not adhere to the question's purpose. An example of a vague or un-categorical responses
is "Good", to question twelve which asked "How are most conflicts best resolved".
All of the students who participated in the study behaved appropriately and
exhibited no signs of dishonesty or deceit. Students from one school were told by their
teacher they would receive a grade/reward for participation in the study. There was no
prior knowledge or permission given to the classroom teacher regarding rewards given to
students for participation in the interviewing sessions.
Affirmative Responses
Percentage of affirmative responses can be found on a chart in Appendix D and
again in the form of a graph in Appendix I. When comparing the two schools, more
students from School #2 answered affirmatively to sixteen of the thirty questions asked
with a mean difference of twenty-five percentage points. A greater percentage of
students from School # 1 answering �ffirmatively more frequently to thirteen of the
questions with a mean difference of sixteen percentage points, leaving one question
where the same percentage of students from both schools answered affirmatively. The
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total mean difference was twenty percentage points. Some examples of questions and
their affirmative responses are below.
5. How were you taught social skills?
11. What types of conflicts are the hardest to resolve?
18. How are conflict resolution skills taught in your school?
23. Why do you think schools teach (or should teach) social skills and conflict resolution
skill?
25. How would you change (How would you teach) the instruction of social skills and
conflict resolution skills in your school?
28. What do you think the most important skill is that school should teach you?
30. What would you like to learn from school?
Affirmative answers for the above questions were assumed when the response equaled
anything but "I don't know" or negative responses such as "this doesn't really apply to
me". Examples of affirmative answers for questions five and eighteen are: "A
worksheet"; "The teacher lecturing"; "Role play, lecture, all that"; .,,It was just a regular
class. Like papers and test."; and "... they just simply gave us a situation and we had to
act it out and stuff".
When asked question eleven, What types of problems are the hardest to resolve?,
affirmative answers were assumed on responses such as: "Somebody lied on you"; "When
you really mad at somebody about something that happened"; When you're arguing over
something stupid"; and "The ones where that person don't want to listen to reason".
Examples of affirmative answers for questions twenty-eight and thirty are: "Life skills";
"To follow directions"; "English"; and "How to succeed".
Examples of affirmative responses for questions twenty-three are: "Cause if you
at a job and you weren't getting along with the person you work with, you need to
communicate so you know how to solve it out"; "So you'll have them when you get older
and keep your job"; "So you can get along when you're out of school"; and "Today most
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kids only have one parent and that parent usually works and they're shipped all over the
place and they're not learning what they should be learning what they should learn about
how to treat people".
For question twenty-five, examples of affirmative responses are: "Start off with
basic everyday conversation, and end with say you get into a conflict with somebody how
are you going to resolve it peacefully and quietly, and still be friends"; "Not do so many
cue cards"; "By saying what you should do, in case of something and what you should not
do so you won't get in trouble"; and " Make the class involved".
Negative Respo ns e
Percentage of negative responses can be found on a chart in Appendix E and
again in the form of a graph in Appendix I. When comparing the two schools more
students from School # 1 answered negatively to nineteen of the thirty questions asked
with a mean difference of twenty percentage points. A greater percentage of students
from School #2 answered negatively more frequently to ten of the questions with a mean
difference of ten percentage points, leaving one question where the same percentage of
students from both schools answered negatively. The total mean difference across all
thirty questions is sixteen percentage points. Some examples of negative responses are:
To question five and eighteen; "I guess"; "Not taught"; and "I don't know". Negative
responses to questions eleven are: "I really don't know what type"; and "I don't know".
The percentage of negative responses for questions twenty-three, twenty-five,
twenty-eight, and thirty were small and consisted mainly of un-categorical responses and
"I don't know".
Consiste ncy
Some of the interview questions (Appendix A) requested the same response as
other questions. The purpose for restating questions at different points in the interview
was done to insure the examiner of honest and reliable answers. An example of
questions requesting the same response is in questions 5. How were you taught social
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skills?, and 18. How are conflict resolution skills taught in your school?. There are three
sets of consistency questions which can be found along with a percentage of consistency
in Appendix F. The total consistency of students going to School # I was ninety-five
percent, while the total consistency of students attending School #2 was considerably less
at seventy-three percent.
Themes
There are several themes in the interview questions. The first theme deals strictly
with social skills and how the student acquired social skills. Questions one through six
dealt with social skills.
1. What are social skills?
2. Did you learn that in school? If not, where?
3. Do you think you need social skills instruction? Why?
4. Have you been taught social skills in the classroom?
5. How were you taught social skills? By role play? By lecture? By homework?
6. Did the social skill instruction help you? Explain your answer.
Students from School #1 (No conflict resolution curriculwn) answered question
one consistently with "I don't know", I don't understand the question", and was
epitomized by student #4 who responded with "Uh." Students from School #2 (conflict
resolution curriculum) were also consistent in their answers, but in a way that showed
knowledge of the words social skills. Some of the students answers from School #2
were; "Communicating and getting along with people," " The way you act around
people," "The skills you use every day." Although School #2 students exhibited a higher
percentage of knowledge for the first six questions there were two non-responsive
answers to question one. In both cases the students agreed by uttering "Yeah" and "Ok"
when asked if they had heard the definition of social skills the interviewer gave them.
A majority of students from School # 1 felt they could use social skill instruction
while most of the students from School #2 felt that they didn't need social skill
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instruction, or that they had already learned enough social skills. When asked if they
think they need social skill instruction, student three from School #2 responded; "Well, I
thought I use to. But I think I can take pretty good care of myself now." while student
five from the same school proclaimed "Some people do. I don't think I do anymore."
When asked if the social skill instruction they had received helped them most of the
students from the school with a conflict resolution agreed that it did help them, while
only a few of the students from School #1 felt that what little social skill instruction they
received had helped them.
Questions seven through thirteen asks students what they know about conflicts
and how are conflicts best resolved. The conflict theme questions are listed below.
7. Tell me your definition of a conflict?
8. How many conflicts do you think you get into in any given day?
9. Are conflicts resolved in different ways depending on the situation?
10. Are most of your conflicts handled successfully? Meaning both parties are satisfied.
11. What types of conflicts are the hardest to resolve and why?
12. How do you feel most conflicts are best resolved? Is that the best way?
13. Do you think all conflicts can be handled by discussion?
All of the students from School #2 knew and understood what conflict means.
The students had their own definitions of a conflict; "Problem between two people,"
"When two people have trouble or something," "When two people disagree." The
students from School #1 had difficultly giving a definition of a conflict, stating they
didn't know, and in one case, not giving a response. Most of the students from School # 1
did give an acceptable definition for conflict, just not compared to the one-hundred
percent of School #2 students.
When asked how many conflicts do you think you get into in any given day,
students from both school admitted to getting into less than five a day. Student two from
School #2 admitted to getting into conflicts all day long on his bad days. Student seven,
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from the same school, admitted to one conflict a day, with his teacher and it lasted all
day.
Students' answers varied when asked what types of conflicts were the hardest to
resolve, responding girlfriend, school, and home problems. One girl did add insight into
life outside of school and home by saying "The deepest conflict I got into was at gun
point."
The students were asked how they felt most conflicts are best resolved and can all
conflicts be handled by discussion. One student from School #1 answered "Yes" to "Can
all conflicts be handled by discussion?" as well as saying the best way to handle conflicts
is "By talking it out". Other students from the same school said that there are some
situations you can't talk out. Student one from School #2 gave the best response to "How
are conflicts best resolved?" by saying "Compromise. Not really do what she wants, or I
want, but meeting in the middle."
Questions fourteen through nineteen asked the students if their school has a
curriculum for conflict resolution, or any type of management techniques.
14. Does your school have a curriculum (certain workbooks or special class time) for
teaching conflict resolution skills that you know of?
15. Have you learned anger management skills in any of your classes?
16. Have you learned temper control skills in any of your classes?
17. Have you had any teachers teach you how to solve conflicts?
18. How are conflict resolution skills taught in your school? (Where did you learn to
handle conflicts.)
19. How do you feel (How would you feel) about receiving instruction for conflict
resolution skills?
All of the students from School #2 knew that they had a curriculum for social
skills and conflict resolution skills. A couple of the students were reminded of the
curriculum when asked other questions about social skills. The words "conflict
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resolution" were never mentioned in their classes and it seems that some students had
difficulty transferring what they knew they received into new words. Only a few students
from School #1 felt they had received conflict resolution instruction. One student said,
"We talked about it." Most of the students from School # I said that they knew of no real
books or classes for conflict resolution but that the teachers "Preached it" when they got
into trouble. One student from the same school said "Yes" the school does have a
conflict resolution curriculum. That same student said "Yes" to most questions.
Students from School #2 seemed indifferent to receiving instruction for social
skills and conflict resolution. The majority of students from School # I did not seem
interested in the least at the thought of having to add more of an academic load to their
schedule, bar one.
Questions twenty and twenty-one asked the students where they thought they
should receive social skills, home or school, and would they like to talk to a teacher
about difficult conflicts in their life. Most of the students from School # 1 said it's better
to learn social skills at home while only half of the students from the same school wanted
to be able to talk to their teacher about conflicts. Three students felt that social skills
should be taught by teachers and that they would talk to teachers about conflicts if the
chance arose while three other students from the same school said social skills should be
taught both at home and at school.
The last theme consisted of questions twenty-two through thirty and covered what
the students felt the most important skill to learn from school is and whether they feel the
social skill and conflict resolution skill instruction can help them in the future.
22. Do you think the skills you learn in school will help you in real life (job)?
23. Why do you think schools teach (or should teach) social skills and conflict resolution
skills?
24. Do you feel that schools teach you the right why to handle a problem situation.
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25. How would you change (How would you teach) the instruction of social skills and
conflict resolution skills in your school?
26. Have all of your classes taught social skills or conflict resolution skills?
27. Do you feel that being taught social skills is more important than being taught
academic (book) skills?
28. What do you think the most important skill is that the school should teach you?
29. Do you think social skill instruction and conflict resolution instruction has helped
(could help) you outside of school?
30. What do you feel the most important skill to learn from school is?
Nine of the students from School# l thought that the skills they learn in school
will help them in real life. Seven out of eight students from School#2 agreed that skills
taught in school will help in real life. Two students from School#2 added, "Some will
some won't. I don't see how you could use algebra in anything," and "Yeah, Sort of
Some things you won't use." Most of the students from both schools felt that academic
skills and social skills are equally important because they would need them most.
When asked what is the most important skill to learn from school, students
responded with an array of answers ranging from "Life skills" to "How to work UFO
researching equipment". The most frequent answer given was that school should teach
students how to get a job or a specific job skill. One student said, "English," but she was
sick that day.
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Discussion
The interviews conducted between two schools, one with a curriculum for
conflict resolution and one without, lends little support to the notion that
emotionally/behaviorally disordered students' knowledge of the appropriate behavior
techniques used to solve conflicts are enhanced by a conflict resolution curriculum. The
students from School #2 did answer more of the interview questions affirmatively than
did the students from School # 1. On the same note, School #2 answered affirmatively on
sixteen of the thirty questions, while School # 1 answered affirmatively more frequently
on thirteen of the questions. The difference of three questions seems small when
comparing the two schools. When comparing the mean difference percentage points,
support is given to the school with a conflict resolution curriculum (School #2) due to the
mean difference scores of the questions answered affi rmatively. Although the mean
difference was only twenty-five percentage points, it was considerably higher than the
seventeen percentage points for School # 1 mean difference for the thirteen questions they
answered affirmatively more frequently.
As a whole, the two schools did not answer notably differently from each other.
The only true noticeable difference between the schools was that the students from
School #2 knew and understood words and phrases such as social skills, conflict, and
conflict resolution.
Most of the students from both schools, when asked a question concerning what
they would like to be taught in school, expressed an interest in learning skills that would
help them in what the students perceive as the future, meaning the students don't
necessarily want to learn skills that the school wants them to, but would rather have the
power to pick and choose their future from a wider base than their schools offer.
One problem that arose was that one teacher from School #2 prompted the
students with what was considered appropriate responses as well as giving them
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reinforcement in the form of grades for participating in the study. This may have caused
the greater mean difference for the affirmative answers between the two schools.
Students from School #1 also had limited, but advance, notice of what types of
questions were being asked. There was no separate room available to conduct interviews
at School # 1. Therefore, the students waiting to be interviewed sat within hearing
distance to the student being interviewed. Most of these students seemed uninterested in
the questions' but none-the-less were still exposed to advanced notice of the questions
composition. This may have given some of the students answers to questions they may
have not heard or remembered prior to the interview.
Another problem that arose is that certain students from School #2 were withheld
from the sample population due to threats the students made about disrupting the
interviewing process. This caused the sample population to have students with higher
functioning conflict resolution skills than it previously would have with the threatening
students.
One last problem was with the sample size from the two schools. There were ten
students participating in the study from School #1, while only eight students were
available from School #2. This caused the results to be closer in some instances where
they normally would have been farther apart if the samples were the same.
The sample size of the students and schools should be larger to be considered
generalizable to a greater area, However, for the purposes of this research the sample size
was efficient. The purpose of this research was to give a basis for which to build an
effective, comprehensive conflict resolution curriculum. This research has given that
basis.
Concerns for future development of conflict resolut�on curricula should be to
involve the students in its construction. Students can give insight to the type and
occurrence of the problems they face every day. The students from the school that had a
conflict resolution curriculum expressed concern that they mostly learn how to handle
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problems in school and at home, but rarely how to handle problems when away from
teachers and parents. When asked what is the most important skill to learn from school,
most students from both schools said something about their future and the jobs they
desire.
Results show that conflict resolution curricula do help students with
emotional/behavioral disorders to understand the importance of appropriate behaviors in
public and at home. Results indicate students are more concerned about their life outside
of school and home than they are concerned about life in school. It seems that the
conflict resolution curriculum at School #2 is comprehensive and effective for helping
students improve relations in school and at home, but fell short of helping students
outside of these realms. The conflict resolution curriculum was conducted in an elective
class and was viewed by some of the students as a hassle after the first semester. It is
unknown whether the curriculum used by School #2 has a section for out-of-school
situations.
The conflict resolution curriculum is given as an elective starting in middle
school for School #2. It is possible that a curriculum could be more productive if started
earlier in the students' academic careers. That is one aspect of future research that should
be given attention.
Future implications should include personalizing a school districts conflict
resolution curriculum. Although urban, suburban and rural schools have similar
problems with youth violence, the atmospheres where the youth live are greatly different.
Perhaps future research should focus on a certain area of a State instead of comparing
students across the State. It could lead to a more compact curriculum that deals with the
problems of those youths and not waste the students' time on problem situations that are
more often seen in a less populated area.
Finally, if a conflict resolution curriculum, or any social skill curriculum, is going
to be effective it should be designed by the students. Only the students know what is
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truly dangerous for them. Emotionally/behaviorally disabled students' perceptions of
reality is different than the reality their teachers perceive. If teachers and researchers
learn to understand, not condemn, their students' reality, we could teach those students
how to become productive citizens while they're in school.
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Appendix A
Interview Questions
l. What are social skills?
Social skills are everyday socializations with family, friends, and people you run
across in your daily activities. Social skills are the way you act with these
people (polite, friendly, giving)
2. Did you learn that in school? If not, where?
3. Do you think you need social skills instruction? Why?
4. Have you been taught social skills in the classroom?
Have you ever practice how you should act out in public, answered questions
about appropriate behaviors in public or how to react to people who are not nice
to you.
5. How were you taught social skills? By role play? By lecture? By homework?
6. Did the social skill instruction help you? Explain your answer.
7. Tell me your definition of a conflict?
Conflict is when two or more people disagree on a subject such as where to go on
Friday night, whether you should have done your homework, or a confrontation
where one or both parties may be angry at each other.
8. How many conflicts do you think you get into in any given day?
9. Are conflicts resolved in different ways depending on the situation?
10. Are most of your conflicts handled successfully? Meaning both parties are satisfied.
11. What types of conflicts are the hardest to resolve and why?
12. How do you feel most conflicts are best resolved? Is that the best way?
13. Do you think all conflicts can be handled by discussion?
14. Does your school have a curriculum (certain workbooks or special class time) for
teaching conflict resolution skills that you know of?
15. Have you learned anger management skills in any of your classes?
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16. Have you learned temper control skills in any of your classes?
17. Have you had any teachers teach you how to solve conflicts?
18. How are conflict resolution skills taught in your school? (Where did you learn to
handle conflicts.)
19. How do you feel (How would you feel) about receiving instruction for conflict
resolution skills?
20. Do you think it's better to learn social skills and conflict resolution skills from home
or school?
21. Would you like for you and your classmates to be able to tell the teacher what kinds
of conflicts you have the most trouble with?
22. Do you think the skills you learn in school will help you in real life (job)?
23. Why do you think schools teach (or should teach) social skills and conflict resolution
skills?
24. Do you feel that schools teach you the right why to handle a problem situation.
25. How would you change (How would you teach) the instruction of social skills and
conflict resolution skills in your school?
26. Have all of your classes taught social skills or conflict resolution skills?
27. Do you feel that being taught social skills is more important than being taught
academic (book) skills?
28. What do you think the most important skill is that the school should teach you?
29. Do you think social skill instruction and conflict resolution instruction has helped
( could help) you outside of school?
30. What do you feel the most important skill to learn from school is?
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Appendix B
School Participation Letter
To The Director of Research,
My name is John Forbes. I am a graduate special education student at Longwood
College. I am currently involved in completing my thesis which involves conflict
resolution skills of students who have emotional/behavioral disorders. I am seeking
permission to interview ten of the special education students in your high school system.
The interview questions will deal with social skill and conflict resolution instruction and
the students' perception of the instruction.
The school system and the students' names will remain confidential. This will be
accomplished by asking for the population of students who have emotional/behavioral
disorders school number, and then picking every fifth number until ten participants have
been chosen. The interviews should take no longer than twenty minutes for each child.
Thank-you for your time. I will be contact with you in the near future concerning
the project.
Sincerely,
John Forbes
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Appendix C
Student Participation Letter
Dear Parent/Guardian,
My name is John Forbes. I am a graduate special education student at Longwood
College. I am currently completing my thesis which involves conflict resolution
instruction. In doing my research it is necessary to interview students about their
perceptions of conflict resolution skills as well as their perceptions of social skills
instruction.
Your child has been suggested to participate in this study. The child's name and
his/her school system will remain confidential. This will be done by giving each child a
random number. Your child will only be noted in the thesis by his/her number.
There will be no descriptions of the children or the school in the thesis.
Your child will be involved in this study by way of being interviewed and asked a
list of questions concerning social skill and conflict resolution skill instruction. The
interview will be audio taped and then transcribed. A follow-up meeting will be arranged
a week after the interview. During the follow-up meeting your child will be given
feedback and a chance to read and respond to his/her interview transcript.
Parental consent for this research study is strictly voluntary without undue
influences or penalty. The parent signature below assumes that the child understands and
agrees to participate cooperatively. If there are any questions or concerns please contact
Assistant Principal Rosemary League at Manchester High-school (739-6275).
Sincerely,
John Forbes
Student's name
Signature of Parent/Guardian

Date
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Affirmative Answers in Percents
Question

Curriculum

No Curriculum

1. What are social skills?

38%

· 20%

2. Did you learn that in school? If not, where?

88%

70%

3. Do you think you need social skills instruction?

38%

60%

100%

60%

100%

30%

13%

70%

7. Tell me your definition of a conflict?

100%

60%

8. How many conflicts do you think you get into

100%

100%

100%

90%

10. Are most of your conflicts handled successfully?

50%

70%

11. What types of conflicts are the hardest to

88%

70%

12. How do you feel most conflicts are best resolved?

25%

40%

13. Do you think all conflicts can be handled by

38%

40%

75%

30%

38%

30%

4. Have you been taught social skills in the
classroom?
5. How were you taught social skills?
6. Did the social skill instruction help you?

in any given day?
9. Are conflicts resolved in different ways
depending on the situation?

resolve and why?

discussion?
14. Does your school have a curriculum for teaching
conflict resolution skills that you know of?
15. Have you learned anger management skills in any
of your classes?
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Question
16. Have you learned temper control skills in any

Curriculum

No Curriculum

50%

20%

75%

40%

38%

30%

75%

40%

38%

10%

50%

70%

75%

90%

75%

70%

38%

70%

38%

40%

13%

0%

13%

20%

of your classes?
17. Have you had any teachers teach you how to
solve conflicts?
18. How are conflict resolution skills taught in your
school?
19. How do you feel (How would you feel) about
receiving instruction for conflict resolution skills?
20. Do you think it's better to learn social skills and
conflict resolution skills from home or school?
21. Would you like for you and your classmates to be
able to tell the teacher what kinds of conflicts
you have the most trouble with?
22. Do you think the skills you learn in school will help
you in real life (job)?
23. Why do you think schools teach (or should teach)
social skills and conflict resolution skills?
24. Do you feel that schools teach you the right why to
handle a problem situation.
25. How would you change (How would you teach) the
instruction of social skills and conflict resolution
skills in your school?
26. Have all of your classes taught social skills or
conflict resolution skills?
27. Do you feel that being taught social skills is more
important than being taught academic (book) skills?
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Question
28. What do you think the most important skill is that

Curriculum

No Curriculum

88%

90%

75%

90%

75%

80%

the school should teach you?
29. Do you think social skill instruction and conflict
resolution instruction has helped (could help) you
outside of school?
30. What do you feel the most important skill to learn
from school is?
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Negative Answers in Percents
Question

Curriculum

No Curriculum

1. What are social skills?

25%

60%

2. Did you learn that in school? If not, where?

13%

30%

3. Do you think you need social skills instruction?

63%

40%

0%

20%

0%

70%

33%

30%

7. Tell me your definition of a conflict?

0%

40%

8. How many conflicts do you think you get into

0%

0%

0%

10%

10. Are most of your conflicts handled successfully?

25%

30%

11. What types of conflicts are the hardest to

13%

30%

12. How do you feel most conflicts are best resolved?

13%

60%

13. Do you think all conflicts can be handled by

50%

60%

63%

60%

38%

60%

38%

50%

4. Have you been taught social skills in the
classroom?
5. How were you taught social skills?
6. Did the social skill instruction help you?

in any given day?
9. Are conflicts resolved in different ways
depending on the situation?

resolve and why?

discussion?
14. Does your school have a curriculum for teaching
conflict resolution skills that you know of?
15. Have you learned anger management skills in any
of your classes?
16. Have you learned temper control skills in any
of your classes?
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Question

Curriculum

17. Have you had any teachers teach you how to

No Curriculum

25%

30%

63%

70%

13%

20%

63%

80%

25%

30%

13%

10%

25%

30%

13%

10%

63%

30%

75%

60%

13%

50%

13%

10%

solve conflicts?
18. How are conflict resolution skills taught in your
school?
19. How do you feel (How would you feel) about
receiving instruction for conflict resolution skills?
20. Do you think it's better to learn social skills and
conflict resolution skills from home or school?
21. Would you like for you and your classmates to be
able to tell the teacher what kinds of conflicts
you have the most trouble with?
22. Do you think the skills you learn in school will help
you in real life (job)?
23. Why do you think schools teach (or should teach)
social skills and conflict resolution skills?
24. Do you feel that schools teach you the right why to
handle a problem situation.
25. How would you change (How would you teach) the
instruction of social skills and conflict resolution
skills in your school?
26. Have all of your classes taught social skills or
conflict resolution skills?
27. Do you feel that being taught social skills is more
important than being taught academic (book) skills?
28. What do you think the most important skill is that
the school should teach you?
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Question
29. Do you think social skill instruction and conflict

Curriculum

No Curriculum

13%

0%

25%

20%

resolution instruction has helped (could help) you
outside of school?
30. What do you feel the most important skill to learn
from school is?
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Consistency of Answers
Questions

Curriculum

No Curriculum

5. How were you taught social skills?
and

38%

100%

100%

100%

82%

85%

18. How are conflict resolution skills taught in your
school?

22. Do you think the skills you learn in school will help
you in real life?
and
29. Do you think social skills instruction and conflict
resolution instruction has helped (could help) you
in the future?

28. What do you think the most important skill is that
the school should teach you?
and
30. What do you feel the most important skill to learn
from school is?
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Appendix H
High-school #1
No Conflict Resolution Curriculum
Non-Conflict Reso lution Curriculum Student #1
Male - 10th grade - 16 Years old
1. What are social skills?
Student:

I don't understand the question.

Social skills are everyday socializations with family, friends and people you
run across in your daily activities. Social skills are the way you act with these
people. Being polite, friendly, giving.
Interviewer: Have you learned that anywhere else before? Maybe in a different way?
Student: Yeah.
2. Did you learn that in school? If not where?
Student: No.
Interviewer: Where?
Student: Basically got taught.
3. Do you think you need social skills instruction? Why?
Student: No.
4. Have you been taught social skills in the classroom?
Student: Maybe. I don't remember.
Interviewer: Have you ever practice how you should act out in public, answered questions
about appropriate behaviors in public or how to react to people who are not nice
to you.
Student: I guess.
5. How were you taught social skills? By role playing, by lecture, by homework?
Student: A worksheet.
6. Did that social skill instruction help you? Explain your answer.

Student Perceptions
Student: Yeah. It helped me get along.
7. Tell me your definition of a conflict?
Student: I don't know the definition of conflict.
Interviewer: A conflict is when two or more people disagree on a subject such as where
to go on a Friday night, whether you should have done your homework, or a
confrontation where one or both parties may be angry with each other.
8. How many conflicts do you think you get into on any given day?
Student: Two.
9. Are those conflicts resolved in different ways depending on the situation?
Student: Yeah.
10. Are most of your conflicts handled successfully. Meaning both parties are satisfied.
Student: Nope.
11. What types of conflicts are the hardest to resolve?
Student: Somebody lied on you.
12. How do you feel most conflicts are best resolved and why?
Student: By talking it out..
13. Do you think all conflicts can be handled by talking and discussion?
Student: Yes.
14. Does your school have a curriculum (certain workbooks or special work class time)
for teaching conflict resolution?
Student: Yes.
15. Have you learned anger management skills in any of your classes?
Student: Yes.
16. Have you learned temper control skills in any of your classes?
Student: Yes.
17. Have you had any teachers teach you how to solve conflicts or disagreements?
Student: Yes.
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18. How are conflict resolution skills taught in your school?
Student: How are they taught? Um, with in our group, our teacher.
19. How do you feel (How would you feel) about receiving instruction for conflict
resolution skills?
Student: That would be all right.
20. Do you think its better to learn social skills and conflict resolution skills from home
or school?
Student: Home.
21. Would you like for you and your classmates to be able to tell the teacher what �inds
of conflicts you have the most trouble with?
Student: Yeah.
22. Do you think the skills you learn in school will help you in real life (job)?
Student: Yeah.
23. Why do you think schools teach (or should teach) social skills and conflict resolution
skills?
Student: I don't know that they are.
24. Do you feel schools teach you the right way to handle problem situations?
Student: Yeah.
25. How would you change How would you teach) the instruction of social skills and
conflict resolution skills in your school?
Student: I wouldn't.
26. Have all of your classes taught ·social skills or conflict resolution skills?
Student: No. Just um, the only time I ever heard it was in English. I might have heard
(special education teacher) talk about it.
27. Do you feel that being taught social skills is more important than being taught
academic (book) skills?
Student: No.

Student Perceptions
28. What do you think the most important skill is that school should teach you?
Student: English.
29. Do you think social skill instruction and conflict resolution instruction has helped
( could help) you outside of school?
Student: Yes.
30. What would you like to learn from school?
Student: How to succeed.
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Non-Conflict Resolution Curriculum Student #2
Male - 12th grade - 18 Years old
1. What are social skills?
Student: Like studying.
Interviewer: Social skills are everyday socializations with family, friends, and people you
run across in your daily activities. Social skills are the way you act with these
people (polite, friendly, giving)
2. Did you learn that in school? If not, where?
Student: Yeah.
3. Do you think you need social skills instruction? Why?
Student: No.
4. Have you been taught social skills in the classroom?
Student: Not really.
Interviewer: Have you ever practice how you should act out in public, answered questions
about appropriate behaviors in public or how to react to people who are not nice
to you.
Student: Not really.
5. How were you taught social skills? By role play? By lecture? By homework?
Student: Not taught.
6. Did the social skill instruction help you? Explain your answer.
Student: Yes
7. Tell me your definition of a conflict?
Student: I don't know.
Interviewer: Conflict is when two or more people disagree on a subject such as where to
go on Friday night, whether you should have done your homework, or a
confrontation where one or both parties may be angry at each other.
Student: OK.
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8. How many conflicts do you think you get into in any given day?
Student: None
9. Are conflicts resolved in different ways depending on the situation?
Student: Yeah
10. Are most of your conflicts handled successfully? Meaning both parties are satisfied.
Student: Yeah
11. What types of conflicts are the hardest to resolve and why?
Student: Can't figure it out, you squash it, leave it alone.
12. How do you feel most conflicts are best resolved? Is that the best way?
Student: When you straighten everything out.
13. Do you think all conflicts can be handled by discussion?
Student: Not really.
14. Does your school have a curriculum (certain workbooks or special class time) for
teaching conflict resolution skills that you know of?
Student: No.
15. Have you learned anger management skills in any of your classes?
Student: I don't know.
16. Have you learned temper control skills in any of your classes?
Student: We talked about it.
17. Have you had any teachers teach you how to solve conflicts?
Student: They don't really teach you, but they just tell you how to do it, they just talk
about it.
18. How are conflict resolution skills taught in your school? (Where did you learn to
handle conflicts.)
Student: They just kind of talk about it, right when it happens, ask us how to get along
better, try to work things out.
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19. How do you feel (How would you feel) about receiving instruction for conflict
resolution skills?
Student: All right.
20. Do you think it's better to learn social skills and conflict resolution skills from home
or school?
Student: I learned most of it at home.
21. Would you like for you and your classmates to be able to tell the teacher what kinds
of conflicts you have the most trouble with?
Student: Yeah.
22. Do you think the skills you learn in school will help you in real life (job)?
Student: No
23. Why do you think schools teach (or should teach) social skills and conflict resolution
skills?
Student: I think what you get a job with or something, you need to learn it.
24. Do you feel that schools teach you the right why to handle a problem situation.
Student: Yeah, pretty much.
25. How would you change (How would you teach) the instruction of social skills and
conflict resolution skills in your school?
Student:: Well, actually the more you know, people want to do better for you.
26. Have all of your classes taught social skills or conflict resolution skills?
Student: A (special education teacher) she is, tells you know, everybody should get along.
27. Do you feel that being taught social skills is more important than being taught
academic (book) skills?
Student: For one, they ah, you need the book skills to make_ it in the world, and other
skills you can allow you to make it in the world too, so you need both of them
really.
28. What do you think the most important skill is that the school should teach you?

Student Perceptions
Student: The stuff that you need in the world to survive.
29. Do you think social skill instruction and conflict resolution instruction has helped
( could help) you outside of school?
Student: Yeah.
30. What do you feel the most important skill to learn from school is?
Student: How to make it in life.
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Non-Conflict Resolution Curriculum Student #3
Female - 9th grade - 15 Years old
1. What are social skills?
Student: I don't know.
Interviewer: Social skills are everyday socializations with family, friends, and people you
run across in your daily activities. Social skills are the way you act with these
people (polite, friendly, giving)
2. Did you learn that in school? If not, where?
Student: Yeah, I guess.
3. Do you think you need social skills instruction? Why?
Student: No.
4. Have you been taught social skills in the classroom?
Have you ever practice how you should act out in public, answered questions
about appropriate behaviors in public or how to react to people who are not nice
to you.
Student: Definition, Yeah.
5. How were you taught social skills? By role play? By lecture? By homework?
Student: No.
6. Did the social skill instruction help you? Explain your answer.
Student: No.
7. Tell me your definition of a conflict?
Student: A conflict I guess you could say, something that's a disagreement
Interviewer: Conflict is when two or more people disagree on a subject such as where to
go on Friday night, whether you should have done your homework, or a
confrontation where one or both parties may be angry at each other.
8. How many conflicts do you think you get into in any given day?
Student: I don't know, under five.
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9. Are conflicts resolved in different ways depending on the situation?
Student: Yes.
10. Are most of your conflicts handled successfully? Meaning both parties are satisfied.
Student: Sometimes, not all of the time.
11. What types of conflicts are the hardest to resolve and why?
Student: When your really mad at somebody about·something that happened.
12. How do you feel most conflicts are best resolved? Is that the best way?
Student: The little stuff I guess, not really big or anything.
13. Do you think all conflicts can be handled by discussion?
Student: No.
14. Does your school have a curriculum (certain workbooks or special class time) for
teaching conflict resolution skills that you know of?
Student: Not that I know of.
15. Have you learned anger management skills in any of your classes?
Student: No.
16. Have you learned temper control skills in any of your classes?
Student: No.
17. Have you had any teachers teach you how to solve conflicts?
Student: No.
18. How are conflict resolution skills taught in your school? (Where did you learn k>
handle conflicts.)
Student: I don't know.
19. How do you feel (How would you feel) about receiving instruction for conflict
resolution skills?
Student: I don't think I would. I'd rather handle it myself than try to have other people
work it out.
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20. Do you think it's better to learn social skills and conflict resolution skills from home
or school?
Student: Home.21. Would you like for you and your classmates to be able to tell the teacher what kinds
of conflicts you have the most trouble with?
Student: No, not really.
22. Do you think the skills you learn in school will help you in real life (job)?
Student: Yeah.
23. Why do you think schools teach (or should teach) social skills and conflict resolution
skills?
Student: I don't know.
24. Do you feel that schools teach you the right why to handle a problem situation.
Student: Sometimes.
Interviewer: When?
Student: Just different you can talk to them about it.
25. How would you change (How would you teach) the instruction of social skills and
conflict resolution skills in your school?
Student: I don't know.
26. Have all of your classes taught social skills or conflict resolution skills?
Student: No, not really.
27. Do you feel that being taught social skills is more important than being taught
academic (book) skills?
Student: No.
28. What do you think the most important skill is that the school should teach you?
Student: I don't know, my favorite subject is Math.
29. Do you think social skill instruction and conflict resolution instruction has helped
( could help) you outside of school?

Student Perceptions
Student: I don't know.
30. What do you feel the most important skill to learn from school is?
Student: Stuff I need to learn, getting a job.
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Non-Conflict Resolution Curriculum Student #4
Male - 10th grade - 15 Years old
1. What are social skills?
Student: Uh.
Interviewer: Social skills are everyday socializations with family, friends, and people you
run across in your daily activities. Social skills are the way you act with these
people (polite, friendly, giving)
2. Did you learn that in school? If not, where?
Student: I probably did but I just forgot it.
3. Do you think you need social skills instruction? Why?
Student: Yeah.
4. Have you been taught social skills in the classroom?
Have you ever practice how you should act out in public, answered questions
about appropriate behaviors in public or how to react to people who are not nice
to you.
Student: In kindergarten.
5. How were you taught social skills? By role play? By lecture? By homework?
Student: Just teaching, being friendly.
6. Did the social skill instruction help you? Explain your answer.
Student: No.
7. Tell me your definition of a conflict?
Student: Ah, isn't that like an argument or something.
Interviewer: Conflict is when two or more people disagree on a subject such as where to
go on Friday night, whether you should have done your homework, or a
confrontation where one or both parties may be angry at each other.
8. How many conflicts do you think you get into in any given day?
Student: How many, ah probably like ten.
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9. Are conflicts resolved in different ways depending on the situation?
Student: Yes.
10. Are most of your conflicts handled successfully? Meaning both parties are satisfied.
Student: No.
11. What types of conflicts are the hardest to resolve and why?
Student: I really don't know what type, not really.
12. How do you feel most conflicts are best resolved? Is that the best way?
Student: I don't know, ah, probably telling the person off, telling them to leave me alone.
13. Do you think all conflicts can be handled by discussion?
Student: I don't think all conflicts are like that, someone messing with someone else and
you just can't, so they won't stop.
14. Does your school have a curriculum (certain workbooks or special class time) for
teaching conflict resolution skills that you know of?
Student: Some classes.
15. Have you learned anger management skills in any of your classes?
Student: No.
16. Have you learned temper control skills in any of your classes?
Student: No.
17. Have you had any teachers teach you how to solve conflicts?
Student: No.
18. How are conflict resolution skills taught in your school? (Where did you learn to
handle conflicts.)
Student: They weren't even really even taught.
19. How do you feel (How would you feel) about receiving instruction for conflict
resolution skills?
Student: Ifl had to, don't really care either way.
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20. Do you think it's better to learn social skills and conflict resolution skills from home
or school?
Student: Home.
21. Would you like for you and your classmates to be able to tell the teacher what kinds
of conflicts you have the most trouble with?
Student: Yeah.
22. Do you think the skills you learn in school will help you in real life (job)?
Student: Yeah.
23. Why do you think schools teach (or should teach) social skills and conflict resolution
skills?
Student: So you can get along when your out of school.
24. Do you feel that schools teach you the right why to handle a problem situation.
Student: Yeah, try to.
25. How would you change (How would you teach) the instruction of social skills and
conflict resolution skills in your school?
Student: What do you mean how would I teach? I have no idea.
26. Have all of your classes taught social skills or conflict resolution skills?
Student: Not all of them.
27. Do you feel that being taught social skills is more important than being taught
academic (book) skills?
Student: No.
28. What do you think the most important skill is that the school should teach you?
Student: Ah, I don't know, it's just different classes for different people. Mine is Gym.
29. Do you think social skill instruction and conflict resolution instruction has helped
( could help) you outside of school?
Student: Yeah.
30. What do you feel the most important skill to learn from school is?

Student Perceptions
Student: To survive in the world, just get along with people.
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Non-Conflict Resolution Curriculum Student #5
Female - 9th grade - 15 Years old
1. What are social skills?
Student: Ah, study the socials.
Interviewer: Social skills are everyday socializations with family, friends, and people you
run across in your daily activities. Social skills are the way you act with these
people (polite, friendly, giving)
2. Did you learn that in school? If not, where?
Student: Yes.
3. Do you think you need social skills instruction? Why?
Student: Yes.
4. Have you been taught social skills in the classroom?
Have you ever practice how you should act out in public, answered questions
about appropriate behaviors in public or how to react to people who are not nice
to you.
Student: Sometimes.
5. How were you taught social skills? By role play? By lecture? By homework?
Student: The teacher lecturing.
6. Did the social skill instruction help you? Explain your answer.
Student: Yes, I don't know, it just does.
7. Tell me your definition of a conflict?
Student: Two people who pick back and forth for no reason.
Interviewer: Conflict is when two or more people disagree on a subject such as where to
go on Friday night, whether you should have done your homework, or a
confrontation where one or both parties may be angry at each other.
8. How many conflicts do you think you get into in any given day?
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Student: Friends saying stuff that they shouldn't have to and that gets me mad, twice a
day.
9. Are conflicts resolved in different ways depending on the situation?
Student: No.
10. Are most of your conflicts handled successfully? Meaning both parties are satisfied.
Student: Yes.
11. What types of conflicts are the hardest to resolve and why?
Student: I'm not saying.
12. How do you feel most conflicts are best resolved? Is that the best way?
Student: Talking it out.
13. Do you think all conflicts can be handled by discussion?
Student: No.
14. Does your school have a curriculum (certain workbooks or special class time) for
teaching conflict resolution skills that you know of?
Student: No.
15. Have you learned anger management skills in any of your classes?
Student: No.
16. Have you learned temper control skills in any of your classes?
Student: No.
17. Have you had any teachers teach you how to solve conflicts?
Student: Sometimes, ah, talking to the class, telling them what they should do if it does
happen.
18. How are conflict resolution skills taught in your school? (Where did you learn to
handle conflicts.)
Student: Sarne way as the last question.
19. How do you feel (How would you feel) about receiving instruction for conflict
resolution skills?
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Student: Fine.
20. Do you think it's better to learn social skills and conflict resolution skills from home
or school?
Student: Home.
21. Would you like for you and your classmates to be able to tell the teacher what kinds
of conflicts you have the most trouble with?
Student: Yes.
22. Do you think the skills you learn in school will help you in real life (job)?
Student: Yes.
23. Why do you think schools teach (or should teach) social skills and conflict resolution
skills?
Student: To have so they will not have problems in their life when they graduate from
high school.
24. Do you feel that schools teach you the right why to handle a problem situation.
Student: It depends, It depends on the situation, what's going on.
25. How would you change (How would you teach) the instruction of social skills and
conflict resolution skills in your school?
Student: By saying what you should do, in case of something and what you should not
do so you won't get in trouble.
26. Have all of your classes taught social skills or conflict resolution skills?
Student: No.
27. Do you feel that being taught social skills is more important than being taught
academic (book) skills?
Student: No.
28. What do you think the most important skill is that the school should teach you?
Student: Science.
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29. Do you think social skill instruction and conflict resolution instruction has helped
( could help) you outside of school?
Student: Yes.
30. What do you feel the most important skill to learn from school is?
Student: How to do things that you can go to college and then after you go to college you
could find a good job.
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Non-Conflict Resolution Curriculum S tudent #6
Female - 9th grade - 15 Years o ld
1. What are social skills?
Student: I don't know.
Interviewer: Social skills are everyday socializations with family, friends, and people you
run across in your daily activities. Social skills are the way you act with these
people (polite, friendly, giving)
.2. Did you learn that in school? If not, where?
Student: Nope.
3. Do you think you need social skills instruction? Why?
Student: Yeah, I guess.
4. Have you been taught social skills in the classroom?
Student: Like what kind?
Interviewer: Have you ever practice how you should act out in public, answered questions
about appropriate behaviors in public or how to react to people who are not nice
to you.
Student: Yeah.
5. How were you taught social skills? By role play? By lecture? By homework?
Student: Lets see, she would say like getting up in class is kind of rude. Teacher talked
to everyone.
6. Did the social skill instruction help you? Explain your answer.
Student: Ah huh, well I'm not rude anymore.
7. Tell me your definition of a conflict?
Student: Oh Gosh, I don't know the word, I'm just going to put an argument.
Interviewer: Conflict is when two or more people disagree on a subject such as where to
go on Friday night, whether you should have done your homework, or a
confrontation where one or both parties may be angry at each other.
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8. How many conflicts do you think you get into in any given day?
Student: Oh Gosh, about five of them.
9. Are conflicts resolved in different ways depending on the situation?
Student: What do you mean, is it different? Are they solved differently? True, yes.
10. Are most of your conflicts handled successfully? Meaning both parties are satisfied.
Student: Yeah.
11. What types of conflicts are the hardest to resolve and why?
Student: Fights, and that's hard.
12. How do you feel most conflicts are best resolved? Is that the best way?
Student: Mostly over clothes.
13. Do you think all conflicts can be handled by discussion?
Student: Yes, definitely.
14. Does your school have a curriculum (certain workbooks or special class time) for
teaching conflict resolution skills that you know of?
Student: Yeah.
15. Have you learned anger management skills in any of your classes?
Student: You mean like how to deal with my anger?
Interviewer: Yes.
Student: Yes.
16. Have you learned temper control skills in any of your classes?
Student: I ain't deal with that yet, not yet.
17. Have you had any teachers teach you how to solve conflicts?
Student: Yeah.
18. How are conflict resolution skills taught in your school? (Where did you learn to
handle conflicts.)
Student: You mean like the person who helps me deal with it? Like when I get upset, I
go to the office to cool off, I can't be around people.

.,
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�191.. How do you fed (How w<J1;1lcft yru feel) about receiving instruction for conflict
TesoButro:im sk.i1ls.'?
Student: What you mean by that? Ye.ah, I guess it's good �o have.
20. Do you think it's.better to learn social skills and :eonflict resolution skills from home
or school?
Student: Home.
21. Would you like for you and your classmates to be ab-le to teM ithe •teaclrir.'i what '.kinds
of conflicts you have the most trouble with?
Student: Yes.
22. Do you think the skills you learn in school will help you in real life (job)?
Student: Yes, definitely.
23. Why do you think schools teach (or should teach) social skills and conflict resolution
skills?
Student: So when we get out in the real world, we'll know exactly how to carry ourselv�.
24. Do you feel that schools teach you the right why to handle a pro'blem S1t1:rati-on.
Student: Yeah, you could say, Yeah.
25. How would you change (How would you teach) the instruction of social s'kiHs and
conflict resolution skills in your school?
Student: I don't know, I'd just have to be in the shoes.
26. Have all of your classes taught social skills or conflict resolution skills?
Student: I don't think so.
27. Do you feel that being taught social skills is more important than being taught
academic (book) skills?
Student: Yes.
28. What do you think the most important skill is that the school should teach you?
Student: How to carry yourself
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29. Do you think social skill instruction and conflict resolution instruction has helped
( could help) you outside of school?
Student: Yes.
30. What do you feel the most important skill to learn from school is?
Student: I would definitely like to learn World Geography all over because he ain't
teaching right.
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Non-Conflict Reso lut ion Curricu lum Student #7

Male - 9th grade - 16 Years old
1. What are social skills?
Social skills are everyday socializations with family, friends, and people you run
across in your daily activities. Social skills are the way you act with these
people (polite, friendly, giving)
Student: I'm not into it to much.
2. Did you learn that in school? If not, where?
Student: Yeah.
3. Do you think you need social skills instruction? Why?
Student: No, because I get along with other people.
4. Have you been taught social skills in the classroom?
Have you ever practice how you should act out in public, answered questions
about appropriate behaviors in public or how to react to people who are not nice
to you.
Student: Just to behave.
5. How were you taught social skills? By role play? By lecture? By homework?
Student: On my own.
6. Did the social skill instruction help you? Explain your answer.
Student: A little bit.
7. Tell me your definition of a conflict?
Conflict is when two or more people disagree on a subject such as where to go on
Friday night, whether you should have done your homework, or a confrontation
where one or both parties may be angry at each other.
Student: (No answer)
8. How many conflicts do you think you get into in any given day?
Student: Less than two.
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9. Are conflicts resolved in different ways depending on the situation?
Student: Yeah.
10. Are most of.your conflicts handled successfully? Meaning both parties are satisfied.
Student: Yes.
11. What types of conflicts are the hardest to resolve and why?
Student: When I'm trying to move out.
12. How do you feel most conflicts are best resolved? Is that the best way?
Student: By sitting down and talking about it.
13. Do you think all conflicts can be handled by discussion?
Student: No.
14. Does your school have a curriculum (certain workbooks or special class time) for
teaching conflict resolution skills that you know of?
Student: I don't know, I haven't heard about it.
15. Have you learned anger management skills in any of your classes?
Student: No.
16. Have you learned temper control skills in any of your classes?
Student: No.
17. Have you had any teachers teach you how to solve conflicts?
Student: No.
18. How are conflict resolution skills taught in your school? (Where did you learn to
handle conflicts.)
Student: I don't know if they are or not.
19. How do you feel (How would you feel) about receiving instruction for conflict
resolution skills?
Student: Wouldn't like it, because I don't like school that much.
20. Do you think it's better to learn social skills and conflict resolution skills from home
or school?
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Student: I don't know.
21. Would you like for you and your classmates to be able to tell the teacher what kinds
of conflicts you have the most trouble with?
Student: No.
22. Do you think the skills you learn in school will help you in real life (job)?
Student: Yes.
23. Why do you think schools teach (or should teach) social skills and conflict resolution
skills?
Student: There wouldn't be a lot of crap in your work, stuff like that.
24. Do you feel that schools teach you the right why to handle a problem situation.
Student: Probably so.
25. How would you change (How would you teach) the instruction of social skills and
conflict resolution skills in your school?
Student: I wouldn't want to be a teacher.
26. Have all of your classes taught social skills or conflict resolution skills?
Student: A little bit.
27. Do you feel that being taught social skills is more important than being taught
academic (book) skills?
Student: No.
28. What do you think the most important skill is that the school should teach you?
Student: English.
29. Do you think social skill instruction and conflict resolution instruction has helped
(could help) you outside of school?
Student: Yes. Can't think of how right now
30. What do you feel the most important skill to learn from school is?
Student: Nothing really.
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Non-Conflict Resolution Curriculum Student #8
Male - 9th grade - 16 Years old
1. What are social skills?
Student: I don't know.
Interviewer: Social skills are everyday socializations with family, friends, and people you
run across in your daily activities. Social slcills are the way you act with these
people (polite, friendly, giving)
2. Did you learn that in school? If not, where?
Student: Yes.
3. Do you think you need social skills instruction? Why?
Student: Yes, I don't know.
4. Have you been taught social skills in the classroom?
Have you ever practice how you should act out in public, answered questions
about appropriate behaviors in public or how to react to people who are not nice
to you.
Student: Ah, No.
5. How were you taught social skills? By role play? By lecture? By homework?
Student: No.
6. Did the social skill instruction help you? Explain your answer.
Student: No.
7. Tell me your definition of a conflict?
Student: I don't know.
Interviewer: Conflict is when two or more people disagree on a subject such as where to
go on Friday night, whether you should have done your homework, or a
confrontation where one or both parties may be angry at each other.
8. How many conflicts do you think you get into in any given day?
Student: None.
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9. Are conflicts resolved in different ways depending on the situation?
Student: Yes.
10. Are most of your conflicts handled successfully? Meaning both parties are satisfied.
Student: Yeah.
11. What types of conflicts are the hardest to resolve and why?
Student: I don't know.
12. How do you feel most conflicts are best resolved? Is that the best way?
Student: I don't know.
13. Do you think all conflicts can be handled by discussion?
Student: Yes.
14. Does your school have a curriculum (certain workbooks or special class time) for
teaching conflict resolution skills that you know of?
Student: No.
15. Have you learned anger management skills in any of your classes?
Student: No.
16. Have you learned temper control skills in any of your classes?
Student: Yes.
17. Have you had any teachers teach you how to solve conflicts?
Student: Yes.
18. How are conflict resolution skills taught in your school? (Where did you learn to
handle conflicts.)
Student: In English.
19. How do you feel (How would you feel) about receiving instruction for conflict
resolution skills?
Student: I don't know.
20. Do you think it's better to learn social skills and conflict resolution skills from home
or school?
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Student: School.
21. Would you like for you and your classmates to be able to tell the teacher what kinds
of conflicts you have the most trouble with?
Student: No.
22. Do you think the skills you learn in school will help you in real life (job)?
Student: Yes.
23. Why do you think schools teach (or should teach) social skills and conflict resolution
skills?
Student: I don't know.
24. Do you feel that schools teach you the right why to handle a problem situation.
Student: No.
25. How would you change (How would you teach) the instruction of social skills and
conflict resolution skills in your school?
Student: I don't know.
26. Have all of your classes taught social skills or conflict resolution skills?
Student: No.
27. Do you feel that being taught social skills is more important than being taught
academic (book) skills?
Student: Yes.
28. What do you think the most important skill is that the school should teach you?
Student: I don't know.
29. Do you think social skill instruction and conflict resolution instruction has helped
(could help) you outside of school?
Student: Yes.
30. What do you feel the most important skill to learn from school is?
Student: Mechanics.
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Non-Conflict Reso lution Curriculum Student #9
Male - 11th grade - 17 Years old
1. What are social skills?
Student: Skills used out in the world.
Interviewer: Social skills are everyday socializations with family, friends, and people you
run across in your daily activities. Social skills are the way you act with these
people (polite, friendly, giving)
2. Did you learn that in school? If not, where?
Student: Yeah, I reckon I did.
3. Do you think you need social skills instruction? Why?
Student: No.
4. Have you been taught social skills in the classroom?
Have you ever practice how you should act out in public, answered questions
about appropriate behaviors in public or how to react to people who are not nice
to you.
Student: Yeah, when I was younger, in grade school.
5. How were you taught social skills? By role play? By lecture? By homework?
Student: Playing with kids, just by being around kids.
6. Did the social skill instruction help you? Explain your answer.
Student: Yes, it helps you to deal with people.
7. Tell me your definition of a conflict?
Student: Conflict? Problem with somebody.
Interviewer: Conflict is when two or more people disagree on a subject such as where to
go on Friday night, whether you should have done your homework, or a
confrontation where one or both parties may be angry at each other.
8. How many conflicts do you think you get into in any given day?
Student: Three or four.
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9. Are conflicts resolved in different ways depending on the situation?
Student: Yes.
10. Are most of your conflicts handled successfully? Meaning both parties are satisfied.
Student: Yes.
11. What types of conflicts are the hardest to resolve and why?
Student: Ones with my girlfriend, because they are hard.
12. How do you feel most conflicts are best resolved? Is that the best way?
Student: Both people sit down and talk.
13. Do you think all conflicts can be handled by discussion?
Student: Yes.
14. Does your school.have a curriculum (certain workbooks or special class time) for
teaching conflict resolution skills that you know of?
Student: Not that I know of
15. Have you learned anger management skills in any of your classes?
Student: Uh, probably when I was younger.
16. Have you learned temper control skills in any of your classes?
Student: Not that I know of.
17. Have you had any teachers teach you how to solve conflicts?
Student: I don't know.
18. How are conflict resolution skills taught in your school? (Where did you learn to
handle conflicts.)
Student: I reckon some teachers may teach it, but not, -I mean, it's just something going
on, not that you were taught in school.
19. How do you feel (How would you feel) about receiving instruction for conflict
resolution skills?
Student: I would listen.
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20. Do you think it's better to learn social skills and conflict resolution skills from home
or school?
Student: Home.
21. Would you like for you and your classmates to be able to tell the teacher what kinds
of conflicts you have the most trouble with?
Student: Yes.
22. Do you think the skills you learn in school will help you in real life Uob )?
Student: Yes.
23. Why do you think schools teach (or should teach) social skills and conflict resolution
skills?
Student: Because here in school they teach things so you know how to deal with
somebody, they do teach you, you know how to deal with somebody and stuff
like that.
24. Do you feel that schools teach you the right why to handle a problem situation.
Student: Yeah, from experience ofjust going to school.
25. How would you change (How would you teach) the instruction of social skills and
conflict resolution skills in your school?
Student: Um, like make the class involved, talk a little, just giving the class a problem
and having them solve it their way.
26. Have all of your classes taught social skills or conflict resolution skills?
Student: Probably a little.
27. Do you feel that being taught social skills is more important than being taught
academic (book) skills?
Student: It's probably even.
28. What do you think the most important skill is that the school should teach you?
Student: Probably, you know, try to learn to respect yourself.
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29. Do you think social skill instruction and conflict resolution instruction has helped
(could help) you outside of school?
Student: Yes.
30. What do you feel the most important skill to learn from school is?
Student: How to get into college.
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Non-Conflict Resolution Curriculum Student #10
Male - 12th Grade - I 8 Years old
1. What are social skills?
Student: Social skills are the skills taught to you by your parents so you can, ah, learn to
get along with the people in the world.
2. Did you learn that in school? If not, where?
Student: No, mostly from my parents.
3. Do you think you need social skills instruction? Why?
Student: Yes, most definitely.
4. Have you been taught social skills in the classroom?
Have you ever practice how you should act out in public, answered questions
about appropriate behaviors in public or how to react to people who are not nice
to you.
Student: Yes.
5. How were you taught social skills? By role play? By lecture? By homework?

Student: Mostly in elementary school they, showed you the proper way to do something
how to dress people, stuff like that. Just basically just told you in class
6. Did the social skill instruction help you? Explain your answer.
Student: Yes, well it enforced more what my parents taught me.
7. Tell me your definition of a conflict?
Student: Conflict, a two sides disagreeing on one major issue.
8. How many conflicts do you think you get into in any given day?
Student: Any given day, one or two.
9. Are conflicts resolved in different ways depending on the situation?
Student: Yes.
IO. Are most of your conflicts handled successfully? Meaning both parties are satisfied.
Student: Yeah.
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11. What types of conflicts are the hardest to resolve and why?
Student: Ah, wars.
12. How do you feel most conflicts are best resolved? Is that the best way?
Student: Best resolved, when either side comes out without any casualties.
13. Do you think all conflicts can be handled by discussion?
Student: No.
14. Does your school have a curriculum (certain workbooks or special class time) for
teaching conflict resolution skills that you know of?
Student: No.
15. Have you learned anger management skills in any of your classes?
Student: No.
16. Have you learned temper control skills in any of your classes?
Student: I try to do that myself.
17. Have you had any teachers teach you how to solve conflicts?
Student: Yes.
18. How are conflict resolution skills taught in your school? (Where did you learn to
handle conflicts.)
Student: Not really, they don't really come up and tell you've had a conflict that you
can't resolve.
19. How do you feel (How would you feel) about receiving instruction for conflict
resolution skills?
Student: Not sure, I'm at an age where I think I can do it pretty good myself, ninth or
tenth grade I guess you can see it as part of the class and you hate it.
20. Do you think it's better to learn social skills and conflict.resolution skills from home
or school?
Student: Home.
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21. Would you like for you and your classmates to be able to tell the teacher what kinds
of conflicts you have the most trouble with?
Student: Yes.
22. Do you think the skills you learn in school will help you in real life (job)?
Student: Yes.
23. Why do you think schools teach (or should teach) social skills and conflict resolution
skills?
Student: Ah, today most kids only have one parent and that parent usually works and
their shipped all over the place and their not learning what they should be.
learning what they should learn about how to treat other people.
24. Do you feel that schools teach you the right why to handle a problem situation.
Student: Yes.
25. How would you change (How would you teach) the instruction of social skills and
conflict resolution skills in your school?
Student: Start off with basic everyday conversation, and end with say you get into a
conflict with somebody how are you going to resolve it peacefully, and quietly
and still be friends
26. Have all of your classes taught social skills or conflict resolution skills?
Student: No.
27. Do you feel that being taught social skills is more important than being taught
academic (book) skills?
Student: In a way yes, ah the way that you have to work with people all your life, your
not just going to be secluded to yourself.
28. What do you think the most important skill is that the school should teach you?
Student: Most important skill, how to get along with others.
29. Do you think social skill instruction and conflict resolution instruction has helped
(could help) you outside of school?
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Student: Yes.
30. What do you feel the most important skill to learn from school is?
Student: That I haven't learned yet, I don't know, anything that will help me get a good
job.
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Appendix I
High-school #2
Conflict Resolution Curriculum
Confli ct Resolution Curriculum Student #1
Female - 10th grade - 16 Years old
1. What are social skills?
Student: Uh, Communicating and getting along with people.
Interviewer: Social skills are everyday socializations with family, friends, and people you
run across in your daily activities. Social skills are the way you act with these
people (polite, friendly, giving)
2. Did you learn that in school? If not, where?
Student: Yes.
3. Do you think you need social skills instruction? Why?
Student: No. Uh, I guess it was a good class for me to take, but I didn't feel like taking it.
Would have rather taken something else instead of that.
4. Have you been taught social skills in the classroom?
Have you ever practice how you should act out in public, answered questions
about appropriate behaviors in public or how to react to people who are not nice
to you.
Student: I took a, what was that class I took last Year. Some, oh, coping class. And we
learn about social skills in there. It was an elective.
5. How were you taught social skills? By role play? By lecture? By homework?
Student: It was just a regular class. Like papers and test.
6. Did the social skill instruction help you? Explain your answer.
Student: Yes.
7. Tell me your definition of a conflict?
Student: Problem between two people.
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Interviewer: Conflict is when two or more people disagree on a subject such as where to
go on Friday night, whether you should have done your homework, or a
confrontation where one or both parties may be angry at each other.
8. How many conflicts do you think you get into in any given day?
Student: Three or four.
9. Are conflicts resolved in different ways depending on the situation?
Student: Yes.
10. Are most of your conflicts handled successfully? Meaning both parties are satisfied.
Student: Yes.
11. What types of conflicts are the hardest to resolve and why?
Student: I guess the kind where they say I did something and I didn't do it. Like they think
I did. It's kind of complex.
Interviewer: Is that conflict with teachers.
Student: Yes.
12. How do you feel most conflicts are best resolved? Is that the best way?
Student: Compromise. Not really do what she wants, or I want, but meeting in the
middle.
13. Do you think all conflicts can be handled by discussion?
Student: Yes.
14. Does your school have a curriculum (certain workbooks or special class time) for
teaching conflict resolution skills that you know of?
Student: Yes.
15. Have you learned anger management skills in any of your classes?
Student: Yeah, In coping class last Year.
16. Have you learned temper control skills in any of your classes?
Student: (pause) Yeah.
17. Have you had any teachers teach you how to solve conflicts?
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Student: No.
18. How are conflict resolution skills taught in your school? (Where did you learn to
handle conflicts.)
Student: In coping class they would like do role play sometimes.
19. How do you feel (How would you feel) about receiving instruction for conflict
resolution skills?
Student: Thought it was boring.
20. Do you think it's better to learn social skills and conflict resolution skills from home
or school?
Student: School.
21. Would you like for you and your classmates to be able to tell the teacher what kinds
of conflicts you have the most trouble with?
Student: Sometimes.
22. Do you think the skills you learn in school will help you in real life (job)?
Student: No.
23. Why do you think schools teach (or should teach) social skills and conflict resolution
skills?
Student: So you don't give them a hard time.
24. Do you feel that schools teach you the right why to handle a problem situation.
Student: I think they teach what they think is the right way.
Interviewer: But not what you think is the right way.
Student: No.
25. How would you change (How would you teach) the instruction of social skills and
conflict resolution skills in your school?
Student: Um, I guess I have real problems instead of stupid little fake ones that they have
in there. Because, I guess you can always end a conflict with discussion, but
sometimes it goes deeper than that.
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Interviewer: Does it have anything to do with problems you get into outside of school.
Student: Not outside of school, No. Usually in school.
26. Have all of your classes taught social skills or conflict resolution skills?
Student: Guess social skills.
27. Do you feel that being taught social skills is more important than being taught
academic (book) skills?
Student: Yes.
28. What do you think the most important skill is that the school should teach you?
Student: I don't think they should teach you all that book work and stuff because it's not
going to help me. Because it's not what I'm going to be doing. And, I think they
should teach you how to live, like work a job.
Interviewer: Life skills.
Student: Yeah, that sounds good.
29. Do you think social skill instruction and conflict resolution instruction has helped
(could help) you outside of school?
Student: Yes.
30. What do you feel the most important skill to learn from school is?
Student: Life skills.
Interviewer: Hey, I taught you a new word.
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Conflict Resolution Curriculum Student #2
Female - 9th grade - 16 Years old
1. What are social skills?
Student: What are social skills? The way you act around people. Your social life. the
way you act around your peers.
Interviewer: Social skills are everyday socializations with family, friends, and people you
run across in your daily activities. Social skills are the way you act with these
people (polite, friendly, giving)
2. Did you learn that in school? If not, where?
Student: No. Home.
3. Do you think you need social skills instruction? Why?
Student: No.
4. Have you been taught social skills in the classroom?
Have you ever practice how you should act out in public, answered questions
about appropriate behaviors in public or how to react to people who are not nice
to you.
Student: Yeah. they constantly say it every day.
5. How were you taught social skills? By role play? By lecture? By homework?
Student: Uh. By lecture.
6. Did the social skill instruction help you? Explain your answer.
Student: No, because I already knew it.
7. Tell me your definition of a conflict?
Student: When two people has, they both disagree upon each other.
Interviewer: Conflict is when two or more people disagree on a subject such as where to
go on Friday night, whether you should have done your homework, or a
confrontation where one or both parties may be angry at each other.
8. How many conflicts do you think you get into in any given day?
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Student: About one. My bad days I get into all of them, all day. I'm serious. I don't care.
9. Are conflicts resolved in different ways depending on the situation?
Student: Yep.
10. Are most of your conflicts handled successfully? Meaning both parties are satisfied.
Student: I am. That person is not.
Interviewer: Why is that?
Student: Because, People they just think they can cross over you, but they can't.
11. What types of conflicts are the hardest to resolve and why?
Student: The deepest conflict I got into was at gun point. That was about it.
Interviewer: That would be difficult.
Student: Yeah.
12. How do you feel most conflicts are best resolved? Is that the best way?
Student: Fighting.
13. Do you think all conflicts can be handled by discussion?
Student: No.
14. Does your school have a curriculum (certain workbooks or special class time) for
teaching conflict resolution skills that you know of?
Student: No.
Interviewer: You never took the coping class here.
Student: They had me in it like for the first week cause I dropped out of school. When I
came back they had me in coping for like two days but then I switched to a
regular sixth period class.
15. Have you learned anger management skills in any of your classes?
Student: No.
16. Have you learned temper control skills in any of your classes?
Student: No.
17. Have you had any teachers teach you how to solve conflicts?
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Student: Urn no.
18. How are conflict resolution skills taught in your school? (Where did you learn to
handle conflicts.)
Student: Verbally. What do you mean by that?
Interviewer: Do they just talk to you or do they wait for you to get into trouble.
Student: Not (Special education teacher) she'll basically warn me. (Another Special
education teacher) she'll just wait and then say something. Then she'll say
something and that makes me have an attitude towards her.
19. How do you feel (How would you feel) about receiving instruction for conflict
resolution skills?
Student: I wouldn't do it.
20. Do you think it's better to learn social skills and conflict resolution skills from home
or school?
Student: From home.
21. Would you like for you and your classmates to be able to tell the teacher what kinds
of conflicts you have the most trouble with?
Student: No.
22. Do you think the skills you learn in school will help you in real life Gob)?
Student: Oh, Yeah. Because I get jobs like that (snaps fingers).
23. Why do you think schools teach (or should teach) social skills and conflict resolution
skills?
Student: Basically, to be truthful. Not that I'm mean or nothing. There's really no need
for it. Because people, they fight everyday.
24. Do you feel that schools teach you the right why to handle a problem situation.
Student: In a way they do, but in a way they don't. Because they say walk away from a
fight. Ask the principal, If someone deliberately grabs you and throws you for no
reason. You just going to walk away. The principal can't even answer you.
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25. How would you change (How would you teach) the instruction of social skills and
conflict resolution skills in your school?
Student: Shooting isn't the answer.
Interviewer: What would you say to put in place of it?
Student: I'll tell them from experience. You'll get locked up. You'll serve a lot of time
and detention is not fun. Cause you can't see broad day light a lot like you usually
can. And you would understand the rules. I just tell them about life. What it's all
about because I know what it's all about.
Interviewer: Thank you.
26. Have all of your classes taught social skills or conflict resolution skills?
Student: They always, I don't care if you do your school work. I got my education. But I
don't care because I get my education.
27. Do you feel that being taught social skills is more important than being taught
academic (book) skills?
Student: No.
28. What do you think the most important skill is that the school should teach you?
Student: The real world.
29. Do you think social skill instruction and conflict resolution instruction has helped
(could help) you outside of school?
Student: No. Because as soon as you step outside you on your own. Nobody has control
what you do out of school premises and all that. What ever you do at your job is
what you do. You learn from your mistakes.
30. What do you feel the most important skill to learn from school is?
Student: I don't know.
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Conflict Resolution Curriculum Student #3
Female - 9th garde - 15 Years old
1. What are social skills?
Social skills are everyday socializations with family, friends, and people you run
across in your daily activities. Social skills are the way you act with these
people (polite, friendly, giving)
Student: Ok.
2. Did you learn that in school? If not, where?
Student: Well, I haven't taken coping or anything like that. I've learned how to control my
temper and not fly off the handle at anybody.
Interviewer: did you learn that in school?
Student: In school, out of school.
3. Do you think you need social skills instruction? Why?
Student: Well, I thought I use to. But I think I can take pretty good care of myself now.
Interviewer: Just from experience?
Student: Yes.
4. Have you been taught social skills in the classroom?
Have you ever practice how you should act out in public, answered questions
about appropriate behaviors in public or how to react to people who are not nice
to you.
Student: Yeah, we did that.
Interviewer: What class was that?
Student: Teachers do it all the time. But last Year and the Years before that I learned it
in coping class, and maybe in English.
5. How were you taught social skills? By role play? By lecture? By homework?
Student: Um, they just simply gave us a situation and we had to act it out and stuff.
Interviewer: The problem s you role played problems you'd see in the real world?
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Student: Yeah.
6. Did the social skill instruction help you? Explain your answer.
Student: Some, Yeah. I still have this attitude and sometimes when someone ticks me off
I'll fly off the handle. But sometimes I can control it.
7. Tell me your definition of a conflict?
Student: Like when you have a situation and you solve it. I don't know.
Interviewer: Conflict is when two or more people disagree on a subject such as where to
go on Friday night, whether you should have done your homework, or a
confrontation where one or both parties may be angry at each other.
Student: Ok.
8. How many conflicts do you think you get into in any given day?
Student: Just like arguing. Every day. Two or three.
9. Are conflicts resolved in different ways depending on the situation?
Student: Yes.
10. Are most of your conflicts handled successfully? Meaning both parties are satisfied.
Student: Sometimes.
11. What types of conflicts are the hardest to resolve and why?
Student: Like when other people; you tell them to back off or else, and the keep on
coming. Just some things they say. When the other person doesn't want to stop.
12. How do you feel most conflicts are best resolved? Is that the best way?
Student: I don't know. If I can at least talk it out to them without them getting no
attitude.
13. Do you think all conflicts can be handled by discussion?
Student: I don't think so.
14. Does your school have a curriculum (certain workbooks or special class time) for
teaching conflict resolution skills that you know of?
Student: Yeah.
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15. Have you learned anger management skills in any of your classes?
Student: No.
16. Have you learned temper control skills in any of your classes?
Student: I don't think so.
17. Have you had any teachers teach you how to solve conflicts?
Student: Yeah.
18. How are conflict resolution skills taught in your school? (Where did you learn to
handle conflicts.)
Student: Role play, lecture, all of that.
19. How do you feel (How would you feel) about receiving instruction for conflict
resolution skills?
Student: It was pretty fun. It depends. Some days were pretty boring.
20. Do you think it's better to learn social skills and conflict resolution skills from home
or school?
Student: School.
21. Would you like for you and your classmates to be able to tell the teacher what kinds
of conflicts you have the most trouble with?
Students: Oh Yeah. I guess.
22. Do you think the skills you learn in school will help you in real life (job)?
Student: Yeah.
23. Why do you think schools teach (or should teach) social skills and conflict resolution
skills?
Student: Because, sometimes the kids have such bad attitudes now. Sometimes the
teachers can help them in coping class by teaching them how to control their
attitude. At least it helped my attitude.
24. Do you feel that schools teach you the right why to handle a problem situation.
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Student: Sometimes. They say you should do some things when you kn·ow your right.
and they say you should just do what the teacher says, and I don't think that's
right..
25. How would you change (How would you teach) the instruction of social skills and
conflict resolution skills in your school?
Student: I don't think I would change it. They teach it pretty could. They need a punching
bag in there. Because you know that's a good thing. It may not be on the subject,
but I just thought of that.
26. Have all of your classes taught social skills or conflict resolution skills?
Student: No.
27. Do you feel that being taught social skills is more important than being taught
academic (book) skills?
Student: You need your book skills don't you, so I don't think so.
28. What do you think the most important skill is that the school should teach you?
Student: I don't know. They teach things you won't even need in the future. I guess a
little of everything.
29. Do you think social skill instruction and conflict resolution instruction has helped
( could help) you outside of school?
Student: Yes.
30. What do you feel the most important skill to learn from school is?
Student: Computers.
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Conflict Resolution Curriculum Student #4
Female - 9th grade - 15 Years old
1. What are social skills?
Student: Like, on task and following directions, and stuff like that.
Interviewer: Social skills are everyday socializations with family, friends, and people you
run across in your daily activities. Social skills are the way you act with these
people (polite, friendly, giving)
Student: Yeah.
2. Did you learn that in school? If not, where?
Student: Yeah, we had coping skills we had to go to. I did it in sixth and seventh grade.
It

took away my elective time.

3. Do you think you need social skills instruction? Why?
Student: No. I already know social skills.
4. Have you been taught social skills in the classroom?
Have you ever practice how you should act out in public, answered questions
about appropriate behaviors in public or how to react to people who are not nice
to you.
Student: Like to follow directions and stuff. Yeah, we follow directions when our
teacher tells us to.
5. How were you taught social skills? By role play? By lecture? By homework?
Student: Well, sometimes we role played it and sometimes we copied notes and had a
test on it.
6. Did the social skill instruction help you? Explain your answer.
Student: Yeah. Started following my Mom's directions.
7. Tell me your definition of a conflict?
Student: When two people have trouble or something.
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Interviewer: Conflict is when two or more people disagree on a subject such as where to
go on Friday night, whether you should have done your homework, or a
confrontation where one or both parties may be angry at each other.
8. How many conflicts do you think you get into in any given day?
Student: I don't know. Like four.
9. Are conflicts resolved in different ways depending on the situation?
Student: Yeah.
I 0. Are most of your conflicts handled successfully? Meaning both parties are satisfied.
Student: Yeah.
11. _What types of conflicts are the hardest to resolve and why?
Student: When you're arguing over some stupid thing. Me and my sister argue over the
TV. Because my sister always watches TV.
12. How do you feel most conflicts are best resolved? Is that the best way?
Student: Good.
13. Do you think all conflicts can be handled by discussion?
Student: Yeah.
14. Does your school have a curriculum (certain workbooks or special class time) for
teaching conflict resolution skills that you know of?
Student: Yeah.
15. Have you learned anger management skills in any of your classes?
Student: Like if I'm getting mad or something. Yeah, because if I'm getting mad they try
to

teach you to stop it.

16. Have you learned temper control skills in any of your classes?
Student: They told us in the classroom to count to ten but that doesn't help.
17. Have you had any teachers teach you how to solve conflicts?
Student: (Special Education teacher) told us how to do it. Like if we have an argument to
go up to the person and talk to them and try to solve it.
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18. How are conflict resolution skills taught in your school? ( Where did you learn to
handle conflicts.)
Student: I don't know.
19. How do you feel (How would you feel) about receiving instruction fot conflict
resolution skills?
Student: It was kind of boring but you finely get Through it and get something from it
down the road.
20. Do you think it's better to learn social skills and conflict resolution skills from home
or school?
Student: Home.
21. Would you like for you and your classmates to be able to tell the teacher what kinds
of conflicts you have the most trouble with?
Student: No.
22. Do you think the skills you learn in school will help you in real life (job)?
Student: Yeah.
23. Why do you think schools teach (or should teach) social skills and conflict resolution
skills?
Student: Cause if your at a job and you weren't getting along with the person you work
with you need to communicate so you know how to solve it out.
24. Do you feel that schools teach you the right why to handle a problem situation.
Student: Yeah.
25. How would you change (How would you teach) the instruction of social skills and
conflict resolution skills in your school?
Student: By role playing it.
26. Have all of your classes taught social skills or conflict resolution skills?
Student: No, not all of them I don't think.

Student Perceptions
27. Do you feel that being taught social skills is more important than being taught
academic (book) skills?
Student: You should do both of them because they're both important.
28. What do you think the most important skill is that the school should teach you?
Student: To follow directions.
29. Do you think social skill instruction and conflict resolution instruction has helped
( could help) you outside of school?
Student: Yeah, cause I talk to my Mom.
30. What do you feel the most important skill to learn from school is?
Student: I want to get a really good education so I can get a job and stuff.
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Conflict Resolution Curriculum Student #5
Female - 9th grade - 15 Years old
1. What are social skills?
Student: Like modification thing where you get points and stuff. You get point loss like
when you cuss in class or high tone of voice, horsing around in class.
Interviewer: Social skills are everyday socializations with family, friends, and people you
run across in your daily activities. Social skills are the way you act with these
people (polite, friendly, giving)
2. Did you learn that in school? If not, where?
Student: Yes.
3. Do you think you need social skills instruction? Why?
Student: Some people do. I don't think I do no more.
4. Have you been taught social skills in the classroom?
Interviewer: Have you ever practice how you should act out in public, answered questions
about appropriate behaviors in public or how to react to people who are not nice
to you.
Student: Yeah.
5. How were you taught social skills? By role play? By lecture? By homework?
Student: Well, when you first start off in coping class you get all these cards telling you
to say OK and look at the teacher and get you points and stuff. You write down
notes and stuff about what the teacher says and stuff.
6. Did the social skill instruction help you? Explain your answer.
Student: Yeah. Keeps you out of trouble.
7. Tell me your definition of a conflict?
Interviewer: Conflict is when two or more people disagree on a subject such as where to
go on Friday night, whether you should have done your homework, or a
confrontation where one or both parties may be angry at each other.
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Student: Conflict. When two people are arguing or not agreeing.
8. How many conflicts do you think you get into in any given day?
Student: Probably none. I don't think l never get in any.
9. Are conflicts resolved in different ways depending on the situation?
Student: Yeah.
10. Are most of your conflicts handled successfully? Meaning both parties are satisfied.
Student: Yeah.
11. What types of conflicts are the hardest to resolve and why?
Student: With your friends.
12. How do you feel most conflicts are best resolved? Is that the best way?
Student: Just by putting it off or just disagreeing with it or find something different to do.
13. Do you think all conflicts can be handled by discussion?
Student: No.
14. Does your school have a curriculum (certain workbooks or special class time) for
teaching conflict resolution skills that you know of?
Student: Yeah. That kind of what coping class is.
15. Have you learned anger management skills in any of your classes?
Student: I don't think so.
16. Have you learned temper control skills in any of your classes?
Student: Yeah. In coping class with the cue cards.
17. Have you had any teachers teach you how to solve conflicts?
Student: Yeah.
18. How are conflict resolution skills taught in your school? (Where did you learn to
handle conflicts.)
Student: By cue cards.
19. How do you feel (How would you feel) about receiving instruction for conflict
resolution skills?
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Student: Felt Ok.
20. Do you think it's better to learn social skills and conflict resolution skills from home
or school?
Student: Probably both.
21. Would you like for you and your classmates to be able to tell the teacher what kinds
of conflicts you have the most trouble with?
Student: Yeah.
22. Do you think the skills you learn in school will help you in real life Uob)?
Student: Um, sometimes.
23. Why do you think schools teach (or should teach) social skills and conflict resolution
skills?
Student: So when you get older and someone does something you don't want you don't
throw a fit.
24. Do you feel that schools teach you the right why to handle a problem situation.
Student: Yeah.
25. How would you change (How would you teach) the instruction of social skills and
conflict resolution skills in your school?
Student: Not do so many cue cards. There are some kids who do better if you show
videos and stuff and lot because they see it a lot and learn how to do it more with
videos.
26. Have all of your classes taught social skills or conflict resolution skills?
Student: Not really. Mostly just coping class.
27. Do you feel that being taught social skills is more important than being taught
academic (book) skills?
Student: Kind of and Kind of not. Social skills teach you how to get along with your
peers. That's more better than the other one.
28. What do you think the most important skill is that the school should teach you?
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Student: How to deal with people around you. Deal in a sensible way instead of putting
up your fists.
29. Do you think social skill instruction and conflict resolution instruction has helped
( could help) you outside of school?
Student: Yes. I really didn't need that much help. It taught me how to deal with stuff
better and not to worry about so much stuff
30. What do you feel the most important skill to learn from school is?
Student: I'd like to learn more about our country and the whole world .

..
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Conflict Resolution Curriculum Student #6
Ma le - 9th grade - 15 Years old
1. What are social skills?
Interviewer: Social skills are everyday socializations with family, friends, and people you
run across in your daily activities. Social skills are the way you act with these
people (polite, friendly, giving)
Student: Like when the teacher tells you to do something or something.
2. Did you learn that in school? If not, where?
Student: I just guessed.
3. Do you think you need social skills instruction? Why?
Student: Yeah. Like you said it's an every day thing.
4. Have you been taught social skills in the classroom?
Interviewer: Have you ever practice how you should act out in public, answered questions
about appropriate behaviors in public or how to react to people who are not nice
to you.
Student: Yeah.
5. How were you taught social skills? By role play? By lecture? By homework?
Student: Yeah, we role played and we talked and stuff like that.
6. Did the social skill instruction help you? Explain your answer.
Student: A little I guess. Yeah.
7. Tell me your definition of a conflict?
Student: Conflict? Like a problem or something like that.
Interviewer: Conflict is when two or more people disagree on a subject such as where to
go on Friday night, whether you should have done your homework, or a
confrontation where one or both parties may be angry at each other.
8. How many conflicts do you think you get into in any given day?
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Student: Ah. Sometimes I don't get in any and sometimes I get into a lot. Five on my bad
days.
9. Are conflicts resolved in different ways depending on the situation?
Student: Yes.
10. Are most of your conflicts handled successfully? Meaning both parties are satisfied.
Student: Yes.
11. What types of conflicts are the hardest to resolve and why?
Student: I don't know.
12. How do you feel most conflicts are best resolved? Is that the best way?
Student: I don't know.
13. Do you think all conflicts can be handled by discussion?
Student: No.
14. Does your school have a curriculum (certain workbooks or special class time) for
teaching conflict resolution skills that you know of?
Student: Like coping. Yeah.
15. Have you learned anger management skills in any of your classes?
Student: No. Not yet.
16. Have you learned temper control skills in any of your classes?
Student: No.
17. Have you had any teachers teach you how to solve conflicts?
Student: Yeah.
18. How are conflict resolution skills taught in your school? (Where did you learn to
handle conflicts.)
Student: Like uh. Say you got in trouble for something and ah raise you hand and stuff
like that.
19. How do you feel (How would you feel) about receiving instruction for conflict
resolution skills?
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Student: Fine with me.
20. Do you think it's better to learn social skills and conflict resolution skills from home
or school?
Student: Both.
21. Would you like for you and your classmates to be able to tell the teacher what kinds
of conflicts you have the most trouble with?
Student: Doesn't really matter to me.
22. Do you think the skills you learn in school will help you in real life (job)?
Student: Some will some won't. I don't see how you could use algebra· in anything.
23. Why do you think schools teach (or should teach) social skills and conflict resolution
skills?
Student: So you'll have them when you get older and keep your job. Like for when you go
to your interview and things like that.
24. Do you feel that schools teach you the right why to handle a problem situation.
Student: Yeah. The right way but that's not the way it works all the time.
25. How would you change (How would you teach) the instruction of social skills and
conflict resolution skills in your school?
Student: I wouldn't change it much. It's all right to me.
26. Have all of your classes taught social skills or conflict resolution skills?
Student: No.
27. Do you feel that being taught social skills is more important than being taught
academic (book) skills?
Student: Depends on what subject it is.
28. What do you think the most important skill is that the s�hool should teach you?
· Student: I don't know.
29. Do you think social skill instruction and conflict resolution instruction has helped
(could help) you outside of school?
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Student: Some. Sometimes I use it and sometimes I don't. At home I'm a lot wilder.
30. What do you feel the most important skill to learn from school is?
Student: To learn.
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Conflict Resolution Curriculum Student #7
Male - 1 0th grade - 16 Years old
1. What are social skills?
Student: Social skills is the skills you use every day.
Interviewer: Social skills are everyday socializations with family, friends, and people you
run across in your daily activities. Social skills are the way you act with these
people (polite, friendly, giving)
2. Did you learn that in school? If not, where?
Student: Well, basically Yeah.
3. Do you think you need social skills instruction? Why?
Student: Yes.
4. Have you been taught social skills in the classroom?
Interviewer: Have you ever practice how you should act out in public, answered questions
about appropriate behaviors in public or how to react to people who are not nice
to you.
Student: Yes. All day long.
5. How were you taught social skills? By role play? By lecture? By homework?
Student: Role play. Cards. Work. Too much work.
6. Did the social skill instruction help you? Explain your answer.
Student: Most of the time.
7. Tell me your definition of a conflict?
Student: When two people disagree.
Interviewer: Conflict is when two or more people disagree on a subject such as where to
go on Friday night, whether you should have done your homework, or a
confrontation where one or both parties may be angry at each other.
8. How many conflicts do you think you get into in any given day?
Student: One, with one teacher.
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9. Are conflicts resolved in different ways depending on the situation?
Student: Yeah, most definitely.
10. Are most of your conflicts handled successfully? Meaning both parties are satisfied.
Student: No.
11. What types of conflicts are the hardest to resolve and why?
Student: The ones where that person don't want to listen to reason.
12. How do you feel most conflicts are best resolved? Is that the best way?
Student: By talking them out. Figuring out what's the problem.
13. Do you think all conflicts can be handled by discussion?
Student: Most of them, Yeah.
14. Does your school have a curriculum (certain workbooks or special class time) for
teaching conflict resolution skills that you know of?
Student: I'm not sure. They have the coping class.
15. Have you learned anger management skills in any of your classes?
Student: Yes.
16. Have you learned temper control skills in any of your classes?
Student: Yes.
17. Have you had any teachers teach you how to solve conflicts?
Student: Yes.
18. How are conflict resolution skills taught in your school? (Where did you learn to
handle conflicts.)
Student: Well, like if we get in trouble in school, their way is like kicking every body out.
They don't care who's at fault.
19. How do you feel (How would you feel) about receiving instruction for conflict
resolution skills?
Student: OK.
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20. Do you think it's better to learn social skills and conflict resolution skills from home
or school?
Student: Both.
21. Would you like for you and your classmates to be able to tell the teacher what kinds
of conflicts you have the most trouble with?
Student: Yeah, we do that. She helps us figure out what to do.
22. Do you think the skills you learn in school will help you in real life Uob )?
Student: Yeah.
23. Why do you think schools teach (or should teach) social skills and conflict resolution
skills?
Student: So that there won't be so many fights. Small little things like that, cutting in
line.
24. Do you feel that schools teach you the right why to handle a problem situation.
Student: Principals don't teachers do. Principals try to kick you out. Walking down the
hall and trip into somebody and the principal tries to get you out for three days.
25. How would you change (How would you teach) the instruction of social skills and
conflict resolution skills in your school?
Student: Same the way they do. Whole lot of role play to see where everyone is coming
from.
26. Have all of your classes taught social skills or conflict resolution skills?
Student: No. Not all of them.
27. Do you feel that being taught social skills is more important than being taught
academic (book) skills?
Student: There both even. But you need more book skills.
28. What do you think the most important skill is that the school should teach you?
Student: How to live in the real world.
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29. Do you think social skill instruction and conflict resolution instruction has helped
(could help) you outside of school?
Student: Yes.
30. What do you feel the most important skill to learn from school is?
Student: How to be a better me.
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Conflict Resolution Curriculum Student #8
Male - 10th grade - 17 Years old
l. What are social skills?
Interviewer: Social skills are everyday socializations with family, friends, and people you
run across in your daily activities. Social skills are the way you act with these •
people (polite, friendly, giving)
Student: Skills you need to socialize.
2. Did you learn that in school? If not, where?
Student: Yeah. Last Year in coping.
3. Do you think you need social skills instruction? Why?
Student: Yeah sort of Unless you've all ready been taught social skills.
4. Have you been taught social skills in the classroom?
Interviewer: Have you ever practice how you should act out in public, answered questions
about appropriate behaviors in public or how to react to people who are not nice
to you.
Student: Yeah.
5. How were you taught social skills? By role play? By lecture? By homework?
Student: Role playing yes. We did a lot of that. We do a lot of that in drama. Plus being
with your friends is a good way to learn that.
6. Did the social skill instruction help you? Explain your answer.
Student: Yeah.
7. Tell me your definition of a conflict?
Interviewer: Conflict is when two or more people disagree on a subject such as where to
go on Friday night, whether you should have done your homework, or a
confrontation where one or both parties may be angry at each other.
Student: When youfoteract with someone.
8. How many conflicts do you think you get into in any given day?
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Student: I don't know. It depends on what the problem is. Less than five.
9. Are conflicts resolved in different ways depending on the situation?
Student: Yes.
10. Are most of your conflicts handled successfully? Meaning both parties are satisfied.
Student: Sometimes.
11. What types of conflicts are the hardest to resolve and why?
Student: Your families.
12. How do you feel most conflicts are best resolved? Is that the best way?
Student: Through equal share- ment.
13. Do you think all conflicts can be handled by discussion?
Student: Sometimes. Unless you talk for ever and get the person mad and then it turns
into something more.
14. Does your school have a curriculum (certain workbooks or special class time) for
teaching conflict resolution skills that you know of?
Student: In coping.
15. Have you learned anger management skills in any of your classes?
Student: That don't really much apply to me. In fact never.
16. Have you learned temper control skills in any of your classes?
Student: They teach it but I don't use it because I don't get a temper.
17. Have you had any teachers teach you how to solve conflicts?
Student: Uh, in coping.
18. How are conflict resolution skills taught in your school? (Where did you learn to
handle conflicts.)
Student: I don't remember.
19. How do you feel (How would you feel) about receiving instruction for conflict
resolution skills?
Student: OK. It was like good I guess.
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20. Do you think it's better to learn social skills and conflict resolution skills from home
or school?
Student: School.
21. Would you like for you and your classmates to be able to tell the teacher what kinds
of conflicts you have the most trouble with?
Student: Yeah.
22. Do you think the skills you learn in school will help you in real life (job)?
Student: Yeah. Sort of Some things you won't use. If you're going to be a computer
programmer you won't use biology for that. Some things you use, some you don't.
23. Why do you think schools teach (or should teach) social skills and conflict resolution
skills?
Student: To help you interact with people.
24. Do you feel that schools teach you the right why to handle a problem situation.
Student: Sort of They teach you to talk it out.
25. How would you change (How would you teach) the instruction of social skills and
conflict resolution skills in your school?
Student: I have no idea.
26. Have all of your classes taught social skills or conflict resolution skills?
Student: No.
27. Do you feel that being taught social skills is more important than being taught
academic (book) skills?
Student: It's an even even thing.
28. What do you think the most important skill is that the school should teach you?
Student: I can't say anything about the Bible because they don't do that. Well, that's the
only thing that's going through my mind.
29. Do you think social skill instruction and conflict resolution instruction has helped
(could help) you outside of school?

Student Perceptions
Student: Yeah. It ain't no different talking to people. I all ready got good social skills.
30. What do you feel the most important skill to learn from school is?
Student: How to work UFO researching equipment.
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Comparison of Affirmative Answers
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